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by 
Dichuan Li 
Colloidal particles are ideal models for studying the behavior of atomic and 
molecular systems. They resemble their atomic and molecular analogues in that their 
dynamics are driven by thermal energy and their equilibrium properties are controlled by 
inter-particle interactions. Based on this analogy, it is reasonable to construct colloidal 
chains, where each particle represents a repeat unit, as models for polymers. The 
advantages of this system over molecular systems are its controllable rigidity, contour 
length and diameter, as well as the convenience to capture its instantaneous shape and 
position via video microscopy, which are not trivial to realize in molecular systems. By 
utilizing the dipolar properties of magnetic colloids, a number of groups have assembled 
semiflexible and rigid colloidal chains by cross-linking magnetic beads under a magnetic 
field using polymer linkers. Recently, efforts in constructing colloidal chains led even to 
anisotropic magnetic colloidal chains that mimic the detailed atomic arrangements of 
polymers These properties make colloidal chains possible candidates for the classic bead-
spring or bead-rod model systems for semiflexible and rigid polymers. 
In my thesis, I present a method for generating linear colloidal chain structures by 
linking surface functionalized paramagnetic particles using DNA. First, I investigate the 
force interactions between individual magnetic particles under different conditions to 
ii 
optimize the resulting chain stability. A systematic study the bending and rotational 
diffusion dynamics of the chains and their relationship with the DNA linking chemistry is 
presented. I then demonstrate their use as a ideal model system to study polymer 
dynamics. In addition, a technique to measure short-range repulsive surface forces 
between these colloids with high precision was developed. Building on these repulsive 
force studies, a colloidal system to study 2-D phase transitions was created. This thesis 
provides insights into understanding and engineering the directed-assembly of magnetic 
colloids with specific surface interactions, as well as using the assemblies as model 
systems to study molecular level phenomena. 
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1.1. Self-assembled colloidal systems 
Colloids play a role in many aspects of our everyday life and people have found ways to 
utilize their unique properties to develop new and enhanced functionalities in a wide 
array of applications such as ceramics, detergency and biomedical applications!' 2. 
Colloids are complex fluids, in which nano- and micron sized objects are suspended in a 
low molecular weight liquid. At these characteristic length scales, colloidal structures 
have the potential to self-organize into three dimensional structures with various degrees 
of orders3-5• These structures form the building blocks for functional materials that 
possess unique physical properties6-8 (e.g. photonic colloidal crystals). 
In addition to their application to form materials for everyday-life, scientists also use 
colloids as models for atomic systems; for example, physicists have been able to study 
statistical thermodynamics using a system of micron-sized colloidal spheres. The 
rationale behind this is that, despite the ~O(103) difference in length scale, colloidal 
1 
dynamics is also driven by thermal energy (k8 T) as well as long-range and short-range 
interactions among the particles, as in atomic systems. The advantages of colloidal 
systems over atomic systems are 1) micron sized colloids can be directly monitored using 
optical microscopy9, thus one obtains important information such as position, velocity 
and orientation, within the field of view in the system, even in three dimensions1o 
(confocal microscopy); 2) interactions between colloids can be finely tuned by surface 
functionalizationll-1\ solvent,14 or external fields l5 . These advantages enable researchers 
to probe into the behavior and dynamics of individual "atoms" with high precision, and 
thus uncover new physics that is otherwise not observable for real atomic systems. 
Examples of this include using colloidal spheres to mimic metallic crystals to study 
meltingl6, 17 or using binary colloids to resemble ionic crystals18. 
To better resemble the more complex structures of naturally occurnng systems, 
researchers have started building anisotropic colloidal particles using self-assembly 
technology. Self-assembled colloids are sometimes referred to as "colloidal molecules,,19 
due to similarity of their structures with that of molecules. They have more complex 
interactions and lead to more complex phase behavio~o than spherical colloid systems. 
Up to date, a variety of self-assembled colloidal structures, including dimers, tetramers, 
stars, diamonds, and other examples shown in Figure 1.1, have been synthesized by 
various research groupS21. These anisotropic colloids serve as building blocks for the 
construction of macroscopic material with unique properties22. In addition, they enable 
colloidal scientists to develop new model systems for anisotropic molecules2o. 
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Figure 1.1. (Images adapted from reference 13) Representative examples of recently 
synthesized anisotropic particle building blocks. The particles are classified in rows 
by anisotropy type and increase in size from left to right according to the approximate 
scale at the bottom. From left to right, top to bottom: branched particles include gold 
and CdTe tetrapods. DNA-linked gold nanocrystals, silica dumb-bells, asymmetric 
dimers and fused clusters form colloidal molecules. PbSe and silver cubes as well as 
gold and polymer triangular prisms are examples of faceted particles. Rods and 
ellipsoids of composition CdSe, gold, gibbsite and polymer latex are shown. 
Examples of patterned particles include striped spheres, biphasic rods, patchy spheres 
with 'valence ', Au-Pt nanorods and Janus spheres. 
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Another rational step to introduce anisotropy to the colloids is to assemble colloidal 
spheres into anisotropic structures (e.g. chains). To realize the symmetry breaking in this 
step, either the spherical building blocks are required to have intrinsic anisotropy in the 
inter-particle interactions23, 24 (e.g. Janus particles) or their response to external field2s, 26 
or confinement27 is anisotropic. It has been known for decades that paramagnetic 
particles align into linear chain structures under the influence of a uniform magnetic 
field28, 29. Recently, it has been shown that these linear structures can be physicallr6 or 
chemicallrS, 30, 31 linked to form permanent chains (Figure 1.2). These chain structures 
resemble an important category of molecules is ubiquitous: polymers. 
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Figure 1.2. A set of microscope images showing the chain structures made by external 
magnetic field using paramagnetic colloids. (Images a and c from reference 15, image b 
from reference 26) 
Magnetic field directed assembly of paramagnetic particles provides a promising 
route towards synthesizing "colloidal polymers" for both studies of individual polymer 
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dynamics30, 32, polymer phase behavior and other applications33• Important physical 
properties ofthe resulting chains, such as length and rigidity, are controlled by the inter-
particle interactions and particle surface functionalization, which are not systematically 
studied. In this thesis, I investigate the interactions between paramagnetic colloidal 
particles as a function of their surface functionalization and external field, and their 
effects on the properties of the resulting chains. 
1.2. Paramagnetic particles 
Paramagnetic colloidal particles are typically latex colloids containing randomly oriented 
ferromagnetic nanoparticles, which have permanent magnetic moments embedded within 
a polymer matrix. In the field "off' state, the particles are dispersed and randomly 
distributed due to Brownian motion. When a magnetic field is applied, induced dipoles 
interact (Figure 1.3) causing the particles to aggregate to form chains aligned in the field 
direction34 with an attractive energy of 




where a is the radius of the particles, Po is the permeability of vacuum, X is the magnetic 
susceptibility of each particle, Ho is the external magnetic field strength and r the center-
to-center particle distance. Equation 1.1 is true only when two dipoles are aligned in 
5 
parallel, otherwise the angle between dipoles must be considered. The size of these 
particles is in the colloidal range, between 100 and 3000 nm. 
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Figure 1.3. Polarization of paramagnetic particles in the absence and in the presence 
of the external magnetic field. In the absence of the field, the particles in a MR fluid 
are randomly distributed due to Brownian motion. In the presence of the field, the 
induced dipoles interact causing the particles to aggregate forming chains aligned in 
the field direction.35 
In the absence of an external magnetic field, these fluids have an apparent viscosity of 0.1 
to 1 Pa· s at low shear rates34 . When a magnetic field is applied, high aspect ratio chain 
structures are formed causing the apparent viscosity of the solution to change 
significantly (up to six orders of magnitude) within a few milliseconds (Figure 1.4). This 
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Figure 1.4. Dispersion of IJ.1m diameter paramagnetic colloidal particles In the 
absence and presence of an external magnetic field. 
These chains are not permanent due to the reversibility of aggregation mentioned above 
and these structures need and external field to exist. This is due to the repulsive 
interactions (electrostatic and/or steric) between the paramagnetic colloidal particles. In 
order to mimic the dynamic behavior of biological filaments36 and polymer molecules, as 
well as for some other potential applications such as micro-mixing33, 37, a feasible way to 
maintain the structure in the absence of the external field is essential. 
1.3. Linked colloidal chains 
In recent publications, many secondary colloidal structures are maintained by weak 
attractive forces38, 39 such as depletion and van der Waals forces. Therefore, the resulting 
structures do not have enough energy (usually a few kB T 's) to withstand large 
fluctuations, thus are not stable. A convenient method to hold the structure is to "glue" 
the elements by chemical bonds. Recently, Biswal40 used biotin-PEG-biotin linker 
molecules to bond the streptavidin-coated paramagnetic particles and the resulting chains 
show elastic behavior in the absence of external magnetic field. Crocker et al4 1 used 
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complementary ssDNA (single strand DNA) to bond polystyrene particles to maintain 
lattice structures. Bibette and coworkers used polyacrylic acid42 (PAA) and double-
stranded DNA 43 to link paramagnetic particles to form semiflexible long particle chains 
(up to 200l1m in length). The DNA linking chemistry with its large hybridization energy 
(usually hundreds of k8 T's), provides a promising route toward stable linked particle 
chain structures. 
While these methods have proved versatile, they often leave the mechanism of assembly 
obscure. Crocker et a141 , 44-46 studied the thermodynamic properties of the DNA-mediated 
colloidal aggregates such as phase behavior and DNA melting, but did not probe the 
mechanical properties of these aggregates such as the shear or tensile modulus to measure 
the strength of the bonding. Biswal et at33, 34, 37, 40 investigated the elasticity of the linked 
particle chains as a function of the length of the linker PEG molecules but did not go into 
details as to how the length and rigidity of the linker molecules affect the overall 
elasticity of the chain. Bibette and coworkers26, 35, 42, 43, 47-50 carefully measured the 
elasticity of their linked flexible magnetic filaments but only created a model using the 
persistence length as the single parameter to describe the elasticity of the chains; 
however, it is unclear what the mechanism is in the linking region between the particles. 
To engineer these colloidal structures with controlled length, rigidity and surface 
functionality, we need to acquire a more thorough picture of the physics governing the 
linking process, and the relationship between particle surface interactions and the 
properties of the resulting chains. We need to address these questions: 
1. How does particle interaction affect the stability of the resulting chains and what is the 
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energetics of the linking process? 
2. How do the properties of the linker molecules affect the rigidity of the resulting 
chains? 
3. How to characterize the rigidity and other parameters of an individual chain? 
4. How to resolve the dynamics and degrees of freedom of an individual chain? 
The answers to these questions will provide key insights into the nature of the complex 
motion of these polymer-linked colloidal chains as well as other chemically bonded self-
assembly colloidal structures. The goal is to make them more useful models for studies 
of the molecular systems they resemble. 
1.4. Thesis outline 
This thesis is arranged in the following order: Chapters 2 and 3 deal with engineering the 
stability and rigidity of DNA-linked magnetic particle chains; Chapter 4 presents a 
scientific study of rod-like molecule diffusion using these chains; Chapters 5 and 6 
demonstrate novel techniques using magnetic particle dispersion to study repulsive 
surface forces and phase behavior in two dimensions; and Chapter 7 presents a range of 
valuable future work that can be pursued from the current research and will add to the 
many applications of these magnetic colloidal systems. 
Particularly, in Chapter 2, I present a theoretical and experimental study of the 
stability of DNA-linked paramagnetic colloidal chains as a function of external magnetic 
field strength and particle surface grafted DNA length and density. A total inter-particle 
free energy potential model is developed to account for all major forces contributing to 
9 
chain stability and a phase diagram is obtained from experiments to yield optimized 
parameters for successful linking and building stable linked chains. In Chapter 3, a 
Fourier mode analysis is used to analyze the curvature fluctuations of these chains. I 
show that their persistence lengths can be finely tuned in the range of 5f..lm~50 mm by 
changing the particle surface DNA length from 850bp to 15 bases. This provides a 
convenient and consistent approach to engineer and characterize the rigidity of the DNA-
linked particle chains. In Chapter 4, by imaging the motion of beads and small kinks 
along the backbone of chains of DNA-linked colloids, I produce a direct and systematic 
measurement of bending relaxation time scales and axial rotational diffusivity of chains 
both in bulk solution and near a wall. These results again prove that DNA-linked 
paramagnetic particles are an ideal model system for studying polymer dynamics. In 
Chapter 5, I present the use of video microscopy of magnetic colloidal particles to 
measure short range repulsive forces between surfaces with sub-nanometer distance 
resolution. In Chapter 6, a novel two-dimensional system is demonstrated to study two-
dimensional phase transition using magnetic colloids using an AC magnetic field to 
induce tunable attractive pair potentials. Finally, in Chapter 7, I suggest several studies 
that would further the application of the system and techniques develped in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Stability control of DNA-linked paramagnetic 
particle chains 
The self-assembly of colloidal particles using DNA linker molecules has led to novel 
colloidal materials. This chapter describes the development and characterization of a new 
class of linear colloidal structures based on combining the directed assembly of 
paramagnetic particles and linking them together with DNA. A key obstacle to 
assembling these structures is understanding the fundamental chemistry and physics of 
the assembly processes. The stability of these cross-linked chain structures is the first step 
towards reliable assembly and thus important for its applications; however, chain stability 
has yet to be systematically studied. In this chapter, the stability of DNA-linked 
paramagnetic colloidal chains as a function of externally applied magnetic field strength 
and particle surface grafted DNA length and density is investigated theoretically and 
experimentally. A total inter-particle free energy potential model is developed to account 
for the major forces contributing to chain stability. A pseudo-phase diagram is obtained 
14 
from experiments to illustrate regions of stable and unstable particles: unlinked particles, 
linked chains, and their transition. This phase diagram agrees well with those predicted 
by the model. From this study, optimized parameters for successful linking and building 
stable linked chains are obtained. 
2.1. Literature review of experimental studies on specific interactions 
and self-assembly of colloidal particles 
Researchers are making rapid progress in the design and synthesis of novel colloidal 
materials that emulate the properties of natural materials. Self-assembly has been a route 
many have taken towards the development of bioinspired materials with well-defined 
chemical and physical propertiesl -3• Understanding the interactions between colloidal 
particles has long been a key issue in controlling colloidal self- assembly and building 
novel materials and devices. Non-specific interactions, such as van der Waals and 
electrostatic forces, are well characterized by existing theories, such as Derjaguin, 
Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek (DL VO) theory. However, specific interactions, such as 
interactions between colloidal particles mediated by biological complexes, including 
proteins and DNA, are not well understood. Self-assembled, field-controllable structures 
are readily formed from magneto-responsive colloidal particles. At sufficiently high field 
strengths, the particles align, forming chains or columns, which revert to an isotropic 
suspension when the field is removed. I have developed a technique to create linear 
chains of permanently linked particles by cross-linking the particles with DNA under the 
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influence of an external magnetic field. These linked chains can be thought of as colloidal 
analogs to polymer chains: "colloidal polymers". 
The inter-particle free energy between randomly dispersed particles is the same order of 
magnitude as thermal energy, k8T, as investigated in several systems4-9• Taking 
advantage of the high specificity of DNA, inter-particle interactions can be regulated to 
form highly ordered structures4, 10-13. DNA-nanoparticle assembly systems were first 
investigated by Alivisatos lO and Mirkinll. Their approach to form DNA-mediated 
nanoparticle clusters was to mix two batches of nanoparticles, one batch grafted with 
single-stranded DNA and the other batch grafted with the complimentary DNA sequence. 
These nanoparticle clusters have demonstrated potential in nanoengineeringll , sensingl4 
and biodetectionl5 applications. However, these clusters lack specific order or structure 
control. In order to build a linked colloidal structure with well-defined properties, it is 
important to understand the interactions between these surface modified particles. 
Crocker et aI4-6, 16 was among the first to demonstrate that the reversibility of DNA-
functionalized particle aggregation can be tuned using the surface polymer brush length5• 
They also constructed a phase diagram attributing the degree of aggregation to salt 
concentration and linker DNA packing density on particle surfaces6• A similar system 
was studied by Nykypanchuk et ae in which analysis of inter-particle interaction energies 
was considered. 
By chemically crosslinking paramagnetic particles in the presence of an external 
magnetic field, well- defined linked linear colloidal chains can be created 1 7-19. 
Paramagnetic particles align themselves under an externally applied homogenous 
magnetic field into linear chain structures with a dipole interaction energy much larger 
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than the thermal energy, kBT. Bibette et al. has investigated polymer-mediated magnetic 
particle chain systems18, 20-23 and studied the dependence of particle stability on the 
bridging polymer concentration and particle volume fraction22. Unstable chains cannot 
withstand thermal fluctuations, thus disperse in these systems20, 22. The dependence of 
chain stability on magnetic field and polymer properties has not been systematically 
characterized in these systems. 
In this chapter, I study the stability of micron-sized paramagnetic particle chains linked 
by short DNA strands, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). In particular, the parameters used to 
investigate the stability of these chains are the applied magnetic field directing particle 
assembly and the length and density of surface DNA used to link the particles. The 
physics of directed DNA-linked particle assembly is very different from the random 
aggregation that has been both theoretically24 and experimentally6-9 studied. Directed 
magnetic particle assembly is controlled by the attractive magnetic energy between 
particles. This controllable attractive interaction, where the interaction potential energy 
can be varied from kBT to thousands of kBT 's, can be utilized to control DNA-mediated 
colloidal particle interactions. I have constructed a phase diagram that describes the 
competition between attractive and repulsive interactions between particles as a function 
of magnetic field strength and linker DNA length. A total energy landscape is derived 
from theory to predict the values of inter-particle potentials and determine the conditions 
for successful linking of particles into stable chains. The predicted transitions between 
linked and non-linked chains agree well with the experimental results. An interesting 
result found is that the external magnetic field may actually hinder particle assembly into 
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stable chains depending on the inter-particle interactions. 
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Figure 2.1. a) An optical microscope image of a DNA-linked paramagnetic particle 
chain. b) Schematic showing the hybridization of surface grafted ssDNA and the linker 
ssDNA. c) A table containing the sequences of both surface DNA and linker DNA. 
Surface DNA is composed of a "sticky end" (3'-CTCCCTAATAACAAT-5') and 
a"spacer DNA" (3'-Tx-5'), which can vary in length from 0 to 25 bases. The total length 
of surface DNA varies from 15 to 40 bases. 
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2.2. Literature review of experimental studies on specific interactions 
and self-assembly of colloidal particles 
2.2.1. Sample preparation 
DNA-functionalized paramagnetic particles are prepared by coupling carboxyl-coated 
paramagnetic particles (Seradyn Inc., Indianapolis, IN) with 3' -primary amine modified 
DNA oligomers (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA). Each of these spherical 
particles has a polystyrene core, a magnetite encapsulated layer and a polymer surface 
containing carboxyl groups. The average diameter of these particles is 0.8 micrometers. 
In this system I use a surface DNA, which is grafted to the particle surface, and a linker 
DNA, which is used to hybridize adjacent particles together. 
The surface DNA is composed of two parts, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b). The first is an 
identical IS-base sequence at the free end that is complementary to half of the linker 
DNA, which is referred to as the "sticky end". The length and sequence of the sticky end 
is held constant. The other part of the surface DNA is poly-thymine sequence which acts 
as a "spacer DNA", extending the sticky end away from the particle surface. The "spacer 
DNA" is varied from 0 to 25 bases; thus the total length of ssDNA grafted to the particle 
surface ranges from 15 to 40 bases. The linker DNA, shown in Figure 2.1 c, is a 
symmetric 30-base oligonucleotide designed to hybridize sticky ends from adjacent 
particle surfaces. 
Grafting the surface DNA to particle surfaces is achieved by dispersing carboxyl particles 
in MES buffer solution (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, pH 4.7, Thermo 
Scientific, Rockford, IL) with 3'-primary amine modified surface DNA at a concentration 
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of 15pM and EDAC (Pierce Chemicals Inc., Indianapolis, IN) at a concentration of 
25mg/mL for 3 hours under room temperature. After incubation, DNA grafted particles 
are separated from solution DNA by pulling the particles down in a centrifuge tube using 
magnets and removing the supernatant containing solution DNA. The supernatant is 
replaced with phosphate buffer solution (PBS, 0.12mM, pH 7.4). Resuspension of 
particles is achieved by vortexing before the dispersion is ready for the next cycle of 
washing. This washing procedure is repeated three times to remove the excess surface 
DNA. The final volume of the dispersion is brought to 0.5mL by adding PBS buffer 
solution. 
2.2.2. Surface grafting density measurement 
A fluorescence-based method is used to measure the average number of DNA strands on 
the particle surfaces that are available to hybridize. I start with a solution of fluorescently 
labeled DNA (5'-GAGGGATTATTGTTAITexasRed-XN/-3', Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Coralville, IA) with a complementary sequence to the surface DNA at a 
known concentration. To this solution, particles containing surface grafted DNA are 
added. The suspension is incubated for 2.5 hours to ensure hybridization between the 
surface DNA and fluorescently labeled DNA. The particles are removed from the 
suspension using magnets as previously described. The average number of hybridized 
DNA strands is calculated from the difference in fluorescence intensity ofthe solution 
before and after incubation. The average surface DNA grafting density, (j, decreases 
with the increasing surface DNA length. The measured (j ranges from 
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3.7x104 strand/ Jim2 for particles with 40-base surface DNA to 7.0xI04 strand/ Jim 2 
for particles with IS-base surface DNA. The total number of DNA strands grafted on 
particle surfaces may be larger than the measured values which represent only the strands 
that are available for hybridization; however, given the average area I6nm2 ~ 30nm2 
each strand occupies, which are similar to the corresponding packing area of surface 
DNA that are specifically bonded, it is reasonable to argue that the non-specific binding 
ratio of DNA to particle surface is relatively small. 
2.2.3. Linking experiments 
The particle linking experiments are done in a flow cell of size 2cm x 2cm x 100 Jim, as 
shown in Figure 2.2(a). The flow cell is placed between two block magnets, which 
generates a uniform magnetic field at the center of the flow cell, depicted in Figure 
2.2(b), and is measured using a Gaussmeter. The DNA-functionalized particle suspension 
(lxI06 particles/ JiL) and linker DNA solution (30JiM) are mixed and immediately 
injected into the flow cell, which is sealed to prevent evaporation. The concentration of 
particles and DNA linker solution is held constant for all experiments. The system is kept 
under an inverted microscope at room temperature for 2.5 hours before the magnets are 
removed and observations of how linked particles made. This time is sufficiently long to 
ensure that linking behavior is time independent. Experiments taking place at longer 
incubation times showed no significant deviation on the percentage of particles linked 
when observed. Therefore, only the thermodynamic stability of the system is considered 
in this chapter instead of the kinetics of assembly. 
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Figure 2.2. a) Experimental setup illustrating flow cell between two block magnets. b) 
The magnetic field is measured using a gaussmeter probe and plotted. The black 
rectangles represent the block magnets and the open square is the flow cell. Scale bar: 
2cm. 
2.2.4. Image processing 
The particle aligning and linking process is allowed to proceed for 2.5 hours before the 
images are recorded at the marked region shown in Figure 2.2 upon field removal. The 
marked region of the sample is observed using an inverted optical microscope with an 
20 x objective (Olympus IX71, Olympus America Inc., Melville, NY). Images of the 
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marked region taken both before and after the magnetic field is removed are captured 
using a CCD (Orca-HR, Hamamatsu Inc., Sewickley, PA). For each image, the sum of 
the lengths of all the chains is determined numerically using imaging software (Simple 
PC I, Hamamatsu Inc., Sewickley, PA). The ratio of total chain length to bead diameter 
gives the number of particles in a chain. For a given length of spacer DNA, the stability 
of the linked chains under various magnetic field strengths is determined. For example, 
as shown in Figure 2.3(a), particles are aligned with a given magnetic field strength. The 
particles with linker DNA are then incubated for 2.5 hours to allow for duplexes to form 
between particles. After incubation, the magnetic field is removed and the resulting 
chains are observed. Percentages of linked particles versus total number of particles are 
calculated by comparing the pairs of images taken before and after the removal of 
magnetic field. This percentage is defined to be the linked particle ratio and is a measure 
of the chain stability. As shown in Figure 3(b-e), for a given spacer DNA length, the 
linked particle ratio varies as a function of magnetic field strength applied during 
incubation. Each set of experiment with fixed parameters is repeated 4~6 times. The 
measured linked particle ratios are averaged over the repetitions with error bars ranging 
from 0 to ±5%. Figure 2.3 illustrates examples of pairs of images and the numerically 
determined linked particle ratios. 
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Figure 2.3. Results for IS-spacer surface DNA coated particles taken before and after 
removal of a magnetic field. Linked particle ratios are included as percentages for each 
figure. Scale bar: 20J.,tm a) Example of particles aligned using a magnetic field strength of 
150 Gauss. b) - e) are images taken 5 minutes after removal of different applied magnetic 
field strengths, with linked particle ratios followed. b) Unlinked particles (0%) after 
removal of magnetic field of 20 Gauss. c) Linked chain + unlinked particles (30%) after 
removal of magnetic field of 40 Gauss. d) Linked chains (95%) after removal of magnetic 




The inter-particle potential between end-grafted colloidal particles can be divided into 
attractive and repulsive interactions. The three major contributions to the attractive 
interaction between particles are magnetic dipole-dipole interactions, van der Waals 
interactions, and DNA hybridization between particles. There are two major components 
to the repulsive interaction: steric repulsion between grafted surface DNA and the 
electrostatic repulsion between neighboring charged particles surfaces. In this section, I 
consider these interactions and combine them to obtain a total energy landscape. 
2.3.1. Magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 
The paramagnetic particles used in this study are polystyrene micro spheres with iron 
oxide grains embedded within the polymer matrix. When an external magnetic field of 
magnitude Ho is applied, the particles acquire an induced dipole moment, 
4 f.l = "3 7ra3 f.loX H o' where a and X are the particle radius and susceptibility, and f.lo is 
the magnetic penneability of vacuum. Two particles with aligned dipole moments have 
an attractive interaction with energy given by Equation 2.1, 
E ( ) = f.l2 (l-3cos2 a) 




where r is the distance between sphere centers and a is the angle between the applied 
field and the sphere center. The interaction energy between two touching particle is given 
by Equation 2.2: 
(2.2) 
The magnetic susceptibility of our particles, determined experimentally, is % = 2.0 ± 0.6. 
The magnetic interaction energy can be easily plotted against applied magnetic field 
strength. This attractive energy potential functions as a parameter to control particle 
spacing during the linking process but disappears upon removal of the magnetic field. 
2.3.2. van der Waals and electrostatic interactions 
DLVO theory is used to account for both van der Waals attractive interactions and 
electrostatic repulsive interactions, which can be easily calculated as a function of inter-
particle distance. DL VO interactions are very important in most colloidal systems 
because they are usually the major inter-particle potential contributor and are much larger 
than thermal energy, kBT. Although the DL VO interaction energies between particles at 
the inter-particle distance range we are operating are on the order of 100kBT, they are 
almost negligible compared to steric repulsion and magnetic attraction energies, which 
are on the order of 104 kBT . 
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2.3.3. DNA hybridization 
DNA hybridization is considered an attractive interaction in this analysis since the 
hybridized duplexes resist particle separation. The free energy change of DNA 
hybridization is the amount of energy a duplex provides towards linking particles 
together. This energy is estimated from a nearest-neighbor (NN) model for a solution of 
bulk DNA at 2SoC, proposed by Santalucia25• A potential of 31.7 kBT for our IS-base 
linker DNA, which I denote as the sticky end, is calculated. However, due to the entropic 
penalty caused by end-grafting confinement, I expect that the actual value of the DNA 
bridging energy is lower than 31.7 kBT . Additionally, this model accounts for the bending 
free energy difference between the free solution and the confined DNA between the 
particles and ignores torsional entropy. The energy required to bend an ssDNA strand 
into a curvature of unity is estimated as 3 kBT , thus the average DNA bridging energy per 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic illustrating DNA linking geometry between two adjacent spheres. 
a) The onset of DNA bridging occurs at the maximum inter-particle distance, dmax. b) For 
the general linking case when d < dmax, multiple DNA bridges are formed between 
particles. c) When d approaches zero, a "crushed" region at the center of contact emerges 
where duplexes are unable to form. 
The total DNA bridging energy between the spheres is given by Equation 2.3 , 
(2.3) 
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where nDNA-bridge is the total number of bridges between adjacent spheres and is a function 
of the surface DNA grafting density, G', and inter-particle distance, d. The area where 
DNA hybridization is possible is encompassed by a circle of radius, R(d) , calculated in 
nanometers by Equation 2.4, 
(2.4) 
where n is the number of thymine bases in the spacer ssDNA sequence. 
The largest inter-particle distance, dmax , is obtained at the onset of the DNA 
hybridization, as shown in Figure 2.4(a), when R(dma,J = o. This happens when two 
ssDNA strands are in registry at the close contact point between two particles and are 
able to form duplex with the linker DNA. As particles move closer together, d decreases 
and R(d) increases, making it possible to form more linkages between particles, as 
depicted in Figure 2.4(b). Eventually, as d approaches zero, a crushed region emerges 
where duplexes are unable to form. However, there exists a concentric region outside this 
crushed region where DNA duplexes are able to form, as shown in Figure 2.4(c). For 
example, in the case of a 15-base surface DNA and an inter-particle distance d = 0, the 
available linking area has a radius ofR(d) = 69.5 nm resulting in a total available linking 
area of 15,395 nm2, and a "crushed" area of 3,777 nm2 (less than one-forth of the total 
linking area). This suggests that duplex formation occurs even when the interparticle 
distance is smaller than the DNA brush height. 
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With this radius and DNA surface grafting density, the total DNA bridging energy can be 
computed from Equation 3 using nDNA-bridge = 7rR2 (d). (j . Note that the above equations 
used to calculate total DNA energy assume that 100% of the ssDNA strands are 
hybridized. As suggested above, experimentally this is not the case since surface DNA 
strands may not be in registry, linker DNA strands may find difficulty diffusing to the 
center of the linking area, or AGDNA not be 28.7 kBT since some strands in the center are 
more compressed thus more curved and some outside might be of straighter 
configurations. However, this energy calculation provides an upper limit for the attractive 
potential energy due to DNA hybridization. 
2.3.4. Sterle repulsion 
There is a loss of conformational freedom and increase in osmotic pressure as polymer 
brushes approach one another. Steric repulsion is a repulsive interaction generated by 
confinement of polymer brushes. Theoretical investigations of steric repulsion include 
Self-Consistent Field Analysis (SCF) 26,27, molecular dynamics (MDi8, Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations, and scaling analysis29,30. For this system, I use the analytical Se1f-
Consistent Field Analysis for the free energy per unit area as a function of brush height 
between polymer brushes on flat surfaces obtained by Milner et al.3l • The free energy per 
unit area as a function of height is given as, 
(2.5) 
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where the variable u is defined as u == hI ho with h and ho being compressed and 
uncompressed polymer brush thickness, respectively, and to is the free energy per unit 
area of the uncompressed brush. By applying the Derjaguin approximation, the above 
formula can be used to calculate the repulsive energy between polymer brushes on 
adjacent spherical particles. While the conventional formula to describe the force versus 
distance between two surfaces bearing polymer brushes, derived using scaling theory by 
de Gennes and Alexande~2, 33, has long been used to fit Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) 
data, it does not provide the specific force values and the prefactor must be determined by 
fitting. Though the formula introduced by Milner and coworkers was originally derived 
to describe a polymer brush compressed by an impenetrable surface34, it agrees' 
reasonably well with SF A force-distance data of two surfaces bearing monodisperse 
polymer brushes32, 35 and does not require any fitting parameters. Thus, end-grafted 
ssDNA on particle surfaces can be treated as polymer brushes and Milner's formula can 
be applied to compute the steric repulsive energies between adjacent DNA layers. The 
values for ho and to are calculated using35, 






where w is the excluded volume parameter; N is the number of Kuhn segments in the 
chain, and v, with the dimension of length-2, is related to the chain radius of gyration as 
v = m ( 2R: ) -\ . N can be calculated as the length of ssDNA divided by its Kuhn length, I, 
which is estimated to be 2.4 nm33, 36 in a aqueous environment with salt concentration 
0.12 M. Therefore, for a 15 base surface DNA N ~ 4 and for a 40 base surface DNA 
N ~ 11. I approximate ssDNA as charged cylinders and calculate its excluded volume 
parameter37 as w = 1.5/2deff , where deff = 2.7nm is the effective diameter of the ssDNA 
backbone calculated by summing half of dsDNA diameter, Inm, and twice the Debye 
length, 1.7nm, in a 0.12 M solvent. Equations 6 and 7 show that ho ~ 6.6nm and 
to ~ 0.29kBT / nm2 for 15 base surface DNA brush while ho ~ 14.6nm and 
to ~ 0.27 kBT / nm2 for 40 base surface DNA brush with surface grafting densities of 
7.0x 104 strand/ /-lm2 and 3.7 x 104 strand/ /-lm2, respectively. The steric repulsive 
energy between brushes on two spherical particles can be calculated using the Derjaguin 
approximation, shown in Equation 2.8, 
(2.8) 
where Rc is the radius of the contact area between two spheres and is determined using 
the geometric argument Rc =~(a+ho)2 -(a+d/2)2 , r is the radius of ring in the 
contacting area where the DNA brush height stays constant and b, described by 
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b(r) = a -.J a 2 - r2 + d / 2, describes the distance between particles as any given r. 
Integrating the compression free energy for the entire contacting area gives the steric 
repulsive energy between two particles. 
2.3.5. Total energy landscape 
With the exception of the magnetic energy, the aforementioned interaction energies are 
combined to give the total inter-particle free energy, shown in Equation 2.9. This energy 
landscape can be plotted as a function of inter-particle distance, d. These plots show the 
total energy at a function of inter-particle distances for magnetic particles with varying 
surface DNA lengths in the absence of the magnetic field. These plots can be utilized to 
determine whether particles can form stable linked chains or fall apart upon removal of 
the magnetic field. The inter-particle distance is obtained by balancing the magnetic with 
the van der Waals attractive energy, steric, and electrostatic repulsive energy at a given 
magnetic field strength. 
(2.9) 
For an inter-particle distance where the total energy is above zero, theory predicts that 
particles will have a net repulsive interaction energy upon the removal of magnetic field, 
which will lead to broken DNA linkages between particles and unstable chains. At a 
distance where the total energy is below zero, particles will stay linked after the field is 
removed, ensuring stable chains. 
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2.4. Results and discussion 
To demonstrate that linear DNA-linked magnetic chains can be formed, linking 
experiments using a variety of magnetic field strengths and surface DNA lengths are 
conducted. The experiments presented utilize a magnetic field in the range of 20 to 1200 
Gauss and surface DNA lengths from 15 to 40 bases. The magnetic field strength is 
converted into magnetic energy using Equation 2. The percentages of particles that are 
linked at the different conditions upon removal of magnetic field are shown in Figure 5. I 
define systems in which the linked particle ratio is larger than 90% as the "linked chain 
phase", represented by filled squares. In this phase, the linked chains are stable and there 
are very few dispersed particles. Systems which have linked particle ratios between 20% 
and 60% are denoted as the "linked chain + unlinked particles" phase, represented by 
half-filled squares. In this phase, short chains and dispersed particles are observed. 
Finally, systems which have linked particle ratios below 5% are defined as the "unlinked 
particle" phase, represented by open squares. In this phase there are mostly dispersed 
particles. These three distinct phases can be easily identified on this phase diagram. 
The transition between phases can also be determined using our model for the total 
energy landscape. For a given particle system, with an unique surface DNA grafting 
density, the total energy is calculated using Equation 9. This total energy balance can be 
used to determine the inter-particle distance, d ,for a given surface DNA length. This 
inter-particle distance corresponds to a magnetic energy, as described in the previous 
section. The two blue dashed lines in the phase diagram are phase transition predictions 
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Figure 2.5. Experimental phase diagram for DNA-link chains upon field removal 
showing unlinked particles (open squares, linked particle ratio < 5%), unlinked particles 
+ linked chains (half-filled squares, linked particle ratio from 20% to 60%), and linked 
chains (filled squares, linked particle ratio > 900/0) regions as a function of magnetic 
energy applied during chain linking and length of surface DNA. The blue dashed lines 
are obtained from the total energy calculations to predict the transitions between linked 
and unlinked particles upon field removal. The green dashed line is the threshold energy 
needed for particle alignment. 
calculated from the total energy landscape where the net total energy curves cross zero. 
The assumption implicitly made in the total energy calculation assumes that all particles 
are identical in size, magnetic susceptibility, and shape; however, there are variations in 
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the size and roughness of the particles. Thus, there are transition regions where linked 
chains and unlinked particles coexist. Nevertheless, as shown by the phase diagram, the 
total energy landscape model predicts the transition between linked and unlinked 
colloidal chains very well. The green dashed line is the minimum magnetic energy 
needed for particle chaining. In the following section, I discuss the role of the three main 
parameters determining linked chain stability: magnetic field strength, surface DNA 
length and DNA surface grafting density. 
2.4.1. Effect of magnetic field strength 
The first trend in the phase diagram is that at low magnetic field strengths «100 Gauss or 
<103 kBT), increasing magnetic field strength results in a larger fraction oflinked 
particle chains. This is not surprising, since stronger magnetic fields cause the distance 
between particles to decrease during the linking process. This results in a larger linking 
area and more possible DNA bridges between particles. This trend is captured both 
theoretically, as the total energy becomes more negative as the inter-particle distance 
decreases, and experimentally, as the linked particle ratio increases with stronger 
magnetic field strengths. What is interesting is that at high magnetic field strengths (> 1 04 
kBT), there are less linked chains for surface DNA length smaller than 31 bases. 
Counterintuitive as it is, this trend is predicted by the total free energy landscape. Strong 
magnetic fields cause the particles to jam together, resulting in a larger steric repulsion 
between particles upon removal of the magnetic field. Though there is an increase in the 
number of DNA bridges at closer contact, upon field removal the strong repulsion 
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between particles cause the DNA bridges to break. This trend is confirmed 
experimentally as shown in the upper left region of the phase diagram. 
2.4.2. Effect of surface DNA length and grafting density 
Surface DNA length, as both predicted by theory and shown by experiments, plays an 
important role in determining whether successful linking of stable chains can be 
achieved. It is apparent from the phase diagram that a longer surface DNA will result in a 
larger region of stable, linked chains, where more particles are linked into chains over a 
wider range of applied magnetic field strengths. From the total energy landscape 
calculations, an increase in the surface DNA length increases the DNA linking area and 
thus the number of DNA bridges. This results in a larger DNA bridging energy, leading 
to more stable chain structures. This effect is evident in the shorter surface DNA length 
regime (from 15 to 27 bases), where an increase in surface DNA length substantially 
increases the range of magnetic field strengths in which the chains remain stable after 
field removal. However, at surface DNA lengths longer than 31 bases, there is little 
change in the stability of the chains with varying magnetic field strengths. This 
experimental observation can be understood from our model equations. The DNA 
bridging energy has a linear dependence on DNA grafting density EDNA - 0" while steric 
repulsive energy varies with cr as EDNA - 0"513. Additionally, increases in surface DNA 
length results in decreases in surface DNA grafting density, cr . Due to the competition 
between DNA bridging and steric repulsion between grafted surface DNA, there is an 
optimal DNA grafting density in which the total attractive energy can be maximized. 
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Below this optimal density, there are too few surface DNA available to form bridges. 
Above this grafting density, strong repulsion between particles due to compressed surface 
DNA brushes is likely to break the hybridized DNA bridges between particles upon field 
removal. Finally, longer surface DNA increases the bridging area, which increases the 
DNA bridging energy. These arguments suggest that particle systems with longer surface 
DNA have stronger DNA bridging energies to withstand the steric repulsion upon field 
removal. 
2.4.3. Individual comparisons between theory and experiments 
Besides the trends observed from the phase diagram, detailed information can be found 
by comparing the calculated total energy landscape curves with corresponding 
experimental results. For chains formed using particles grafted with a IS-base surface 
DNA, the total energy curve, calculated by inputting the experimentally obtained 
u = 7.0 x 104 strands/ pm2 into Equation 2.9, and experimental data are shown in Figure 
2.6. As magnetic field strength increases from 20 Gauss (Emag ~ 80kBT based on 
X = 2.0 ) to 1200 Gauss (Emag ~ 2 x 105 kBT ), the corresponding inter-particle distance 
decreases from Snm to almost zero. Experimentally obtained linked particle ratios are 
plotted to indicate whether the samples experimentally formed stable linked chains at a 
given inter-particle distance. As can be clearly seen, data points where the total energy 
curve is above zero (net repulsive energy) always have less than 30% particles linked; 
data points at the valley of the total energy curve that are below zero energy (net 
attractive energy) have close to 100% of the particles linked. For this particular particle 
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system, the minimum in the total energy relates an optimal linking magnetic strength of 
180 Gauss, which corresponds to an inter-particle distance of 2.1 nm. Particles are unable 
to form stable chains at magnetic field strengths lower than 90 Gauss (inter-particle 
distance 3.4 nm) or larger than 360 Gauss (inter-particle distance 1.4 nm). Note that the 
phase containing unlinked particles and linked chains are found when the calculated net 
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Figure 2.6. a) Total energy landscape for particles grafted with 15-base surface DNA at 
an average surface DNA grafting density of (j = 70,000 strands/11m2 . Experimental data 
points of measured linked particle ratios are placed along the total energy curve at inter-
particle distances corresponding to the magnetic field strength applied. 
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particles. I associate this discrepancy between experimental results and our theoretical 
model to be due to our inability to accurately describe the bridging energy associated 
with short surface DNA. I will later show that for surface DNA lengths greater than 21 
bases, there is no contradiction between experimental results and model predictions. 
As the surface DNA length increases from 15 to 21 bases, the total energy curve changes 
in magnitude due to the change in flexibility of the surface DNA strands, shown in Figure 
2.7. The additional 6 DNA bases in the spacer sequence increases the available linking 
area, thus increasing the DNA bridging energy. However, transitions between phases are 
still clearly shown in the total energy curve and linked particle ratios. For particles with a 
surface DNA length of21 bases, the total energy curve becomes wider and deeper, 
indicating a broader range of magnetic field strengths in which stable chains can be 
formed. 
The role played by magnetic field strength is less evident experimentally for particles 
functionalized with longer (;~31 bases) surface DNA, where they form linked chains at 
all the experimental magnetic field strengths. As shown in Figure 2.8, the total energy 
curves do not go above zero, even upon close contact. This indicates that stable chains 
will form after a threshold magnetic field strength, which is confirmed experimentally. 
As discussed earlier, the advantage of longer surface DNA is that the grafting density 
decreases with increasing surface DNA length. Thus longer surface DNA results in less 
strands per unit area on particle surfaces and weaker repulsion (surface grafting density 
as low as a = 3.7 x 104 strands/ nm2 for 40 base surface DNA particles). Another 
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Figure 2.7. a) Total energy landscape for particles grafted with 21-base surface DNA 
with an average surface DNA grafting density of a = 64,000 strands/ Jlm2 . Experimental 
data points of measured linked particle ratios are placed along the total energy curve at 
inter-particle distances corresponding to the magnetic field strength applied. 
For particles with a surface DNA length greater than 31 bases, the combination of the 
above factors results in total energy curves to remain negative at all inter-particle 
distances. Experimentally, when the applied magnetic field strength is larger than 40 
Gauss, particles with a surface DNA longer than 31 bases remain linked upon field 
removal for the surface DNA grafting densities studied. Note that there is an upper limit 
for spacer DNA length. Beyond this length, the spacer DNA becomes flexible so that the 
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Figure 2.S. Total inter-particle interaction energy plot for systems with 4 different 
surface DNA lengths with DNA grafting densities of a = 65,500 strands/ pm2 for 27 
base particles, a = 60, 700 strands/ pm2 for 31 base particles, a = 53,500 strands/ pm2 for 
35 base particles, and a = 36,500 strands/ pm2 for 40 base particles. Experimental data 
points of measured linked particle ratios are placed along the total energy curve at inter-
particle distances corresponding to the magnetic field strength applied. 
2.5. Conclusions 
I have investigated the stability of DNA-linked magnetic colloidal chains. Theoretical 
calculations predict that the total inter-particle free energy curves have a strong 
dependence on surface DNA length, magnetic field strength applied, and DNA surface 
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grafting density. A phase diagram generated by experimental results for a variety offield 
strengths and spacer DNA lengths shows good agreement with the model. This model 
serves as a useful tool to predict whether one can form stable linked chains under given 
experimental conditions. By comparing calculated total energy plots with experimental 
results, maximum stability of DNA-linked paramagnetic chains can be achieved by 
optimizing the aforementioned parameters. More specifically, it provides a range of 
magnetic field strengths one can apply to a system for a given surface DNA, surface 
DNA grafting density a , and magnetic susceptibility Z of the particles. Our 
investigation reveals that the particle surface DNA length and coverage as well as the 
magnetic field strength play key roles on the stability of linked paramagnetic particle 
chain systems. From here, stable DNA-linked paramagnetic particle chain assemblies can 
be synthesized and the strength of such assemblies can be tuned. Extending this theory to 
other cross-linked colloidal systems may prove to be a promising future work, leading to 
a better understanding of inter-particle interactions between colloids imposed both by 
external forces and the cross-linking molecule properties. Understanding field directed 
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Chapter 3 
Rigidity control of DNA-linked paramagnetic 
particle chains 
As shown in the previous chapter, I developed a system to create stable linear chains of 
magnetic colloidal particles linked together using oligonucleotides. These DNA-linked 
paramagnetic particle chains can be used as "smart" materials for microfluidic 
applications and as models for studying polymer dynamics. In both cases, the chain 
rigidity is an important physical parameter. Thus controlling and characterizing rigidity is 
a crucial parameter for their optimum performance. The bending rigidity, or persistence 
length; of a chain can be determined by monitoring its thermal fluctuations and 
performing a Fourier mode analysis of their bending motion. In this chapter, I show that 
the persistence lengths of the chains can be tuned from 5 Ilm to 50 mm, which 
corresponds to a length to persistence length ratio of 0.002 to 10, by changing the length 
of the DNA used to link adjacent particles from 850 to 15 bases. With this range of 
persistence lengths, these colloidal chains can be considered to be semiflexible filaments 
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with wonn-like chain (WLC) behavior and are comparable to macro-biopolymers such as 
microtubules9,1l,12. Interestingly, from our thennal fluctuation analysis, I observe defects, 
or kinks, that appear along the chain backbone and undergo axial rotation. I show that, 
despite the artifacts caused by axial rotation of kinks at short length scales, the bending 
rigidity of the DNA-linked colloidal particle chains can still be well controlled and 
characterized at longer length scales, certifying them as promising model systems for 
semiflexible and rigid polymers. These chains offer a unique method to explore the 
interplay ofthennal fluctuations, external forces, and interactions in semiflexible polymer 
systems. Additionally, these chains allow for new materials with considerable rigidity, 
yet are flexible enough to reorganize in response to external stimuli for microfluidic 
applications. 
3.1. Worm-Like Chain Model chains 
The bending rigidity of semiflexible filaments has been described well by the 
wonn-like chain model (WLC). This model has been widely used in polymer physics to 
describe both equilibrium and dynamic properties of filaments that have finite elasticity. 
The bending rigidity of a WLC is characterized by its persistence length, Lp 4. It is related 
to the flexural rigidity, EI, by Lp = EI/kBT 5, where kBT is the thennal energy. A 
polymer is denoted as rigid, semiflexible or flexible when the ratio of its contour length 
to persistence length LlLp is «1, ~ 1 or» 1, respectively. For a linked colloidal particle 
chain to qualify as a good polymer model, its persistence length has to be measured and 
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controlled. Measurements have been made previously by utilizing either optical tweezers6 
or magnetic fields 7 to impose small forces on these particle chains to deduce persistence 
lengths by observing changes in the curvature of a chain. A less intrusive manner to 
measure the persistence length of these chains is to let Brownian forces bend the chains 
and then use statistical mechanics calculations on their resulting curvature changes due to 
thermal fluctuations to extract persistence length values. This method has been widely 
used in the biophysics community to measure the elasticity of semiflexible polymers such 
as microtubulesl -3, 8, actin filaments, 1,3,9,10 amyloid filaments, ll, 12 and recently single-
wall carbon nanotubes13. However, to date, the persistence length oflinked colloidal 
particle chains has not been measured from thermal fluctuations. 
3.2. Experimental methods and materials 
3.2.1. Particle preparation 
DNA-functionalized paramagnetic particles are prepared by coupling streptavidin 
functionalized polystyrene beads (MyOne, Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway) with 3'-
primary biotin modified single stranded DNA (ssDNA) oligomers (Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Coralville, IA). The mean diameter of the particles is 1.07 ± 0.04 m, 
confirmed by dynamic light scattering and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
measurements. As described in the previous chapter, the surface DNA is composed of 
two parts, IS-base sequence ("sticky end") at the free end that is complementary to half 
of the linker DNA, and a poly-thymine sequence ("spacer DNA") that extends the sticky 
end away from the particle surface. The linker DNA is a symmetric 30-base 
oligonucleotide designed to hybridize sticky ends from adjacent particle surfaces. Both 
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surface DNA and linker DNA sequence designs are described in Chapter 214. In this 
study I vary the "spacer DNA" from 0 to 60 bases. Thus, the total length of ssDNA 
grafted to the particle surface are 15,35,50 and 75 bases, with grafting densities 
measured to be 5.0xlO\ 2.8xlO\ 8.Ox103, and 3.5x103 strands/flm2, respectivelyl5. 
3.2.2. Chain preparation 
The particles are linked in a glass flow cell of size 2cm x 2cm x 50 Jim . Two block 
magnets are used to generate a uniform magnetic field at the center of the flow cell. Both 
the DNA-functionalized particles (lx105 particles/ J.LL) and the linker DNA (30J.LM ) 
are dispersed in phosphate buffer solutions (PBS, 60mM, pH 7.4). They are mixed with 
equal volume and immediately injected into the flow cell, which is subsequently sealed to 
prevent evaporation and flow currents. The system is incubated at room temperature for 2 
hours before the magnets are removed and video recordings of the chain's Brownian 
motion are made. The incubation time is long enough to ensure that linking behavior is 
time independent, and the linker DNA concentration is high enough that the linking 
behavior is linker-DNA-concentration independent in that neither increasing incubation 
time nor linker DNA concentration leads to a change in measured persistence length. For 
any given linked chain, deviations of the particle centroids from the centerline are readily 
observable to be randomly distributed along the backbone. I denote these deviations as 
kinks, which are intrinsic short wavelength defects induced by a slight anisotropy of the 
magnetic material distribution within the particlesI6-18. 
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3.2.3. Video recording and image processing 
Upon removal of the magnets, the linked chains begin to have observable 
curvature fluctuations. I choose one chain of appropriate length (shows observable 
curvature change and fits within the field of view of the CCD camera, usually 30-80 
beads long) to record. This chain is isolated from neighboring chains to ensure negligible 
hydrodynamic coupling. The thermal curvature fluctuation of the chain is observed using 
an inverted optical microscope with an 100x oil immersion objective (Olympus IX71, 
Olympus America Inc., Melville, NY) and recorded using a CCD camera (Orca-HR, 
Hamamatsu Inc., Sewickley, P A) at 10 frames per second with a 5 ms exposure time for 
20 minutes (Figure 3.la). For each frame, the centroid position of each particle within the 
chain is obtained (Figure 3.1 b) by fitting its intensity profile with a Gaussian distribution 
after eliminating image noise using boxcar averaging and Gaussian convolution to the 
whole imagel5, 19. 
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Figure 3.1. Measuring persistence length of a 31-bead DNA-linked chain by tracking 
thermal fluctuation in curvature. a) Snapshot ofa 31-bead DNA-linked chain undergoing 
Brownian motion. b) Processed centroid positions of the same chain in a. c) Definitions 
of position coordinates, tangent angle SCsi) and bond angle <p(si) (zero without kink and 
finite angle with local kink) along the chain. 
3.2.4. Fourier mode analysis of curvature from thermal fluctuation 
In Fourier mode analysis, the instantaneous curvature of a chain at a given time is 
decomposed into a series of superimposed Fourier modes, 
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(3.1) 
where L is the contour length of the chain, n is the Fourier mode number, an is the 
amplitude of the nth mode, s is the arc length from a reference point (usually the left 
end), and the tangent angle O(s) is calculated using O(sJ = tan-I [(Yi+1 - Yi )/(Xi+1 -xJ] 
(defined in Figure 3.1 c), completely specifies the instantaneous shape of the chain. The 
bending energy U = t E1 r (oO/os - oOO/OS)2 ds, can be written as a function of Fourier 
mode amplitudes by differentiating Equation 3. 1 and integrating along the arc length of 
the chain, 
(3.2) 
where a~ is the intrinsic bending amplitude of the nth mode and E1 is the flexural 
rigidity of the chain. The quadratic dependence of bending energy on bending 
amplitudes, according to equipartition theorem, results in the average bending energy of 
each mode equal to 1 kT , which leads to the equation: 
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(3.3) 
where Ilt is the lag time between frames, and Tn is the relaxation time of the nth mode. 
A long lag time where, Ilt »tn, ensures that the amplitudes are uncorrelated in the 
bracket to be averaged and thus makes it equal to the variance of the amplitude. In fact, 
equipartition also makes the histogram of the amplitudes of each mode a Gaussian 
distribution. Thus one can also obtain the variance of amplitudes by fitting the histograms 
to a Gaussian profile. 
3.2.5. Calculating persistence length 
The thermal bending rigidity of a microscopic chain can also be discussed in terms of 
persistence length. Persistence length is the distance beyond which the tangent angles of 
two points along the chain become uncorrelated. In other words, it is the length scale at 
which a chain exhibits significant bending. By relating Equation 3.3 and Lp = EI/ kT , 
one obtains the expression to calculate persistence length from Fourier mode analysis, 
(3.4) 
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From this equation I see that the amplitude variance of each mode provides an 
independent prediction of the overall persistence length of the chain, given the fact that 
the chain has uniform rigidity at least on the length scale of measurement. This also 
serves as a consistency check of the mode analysis method. 
3.2.6. Error estimate in amplitude 
Image noise causes random errors in the measurements of particle centroid positions, 
which result in systematic errors in the estimate of amplitude variances. This 
overestimation of amplitude variances, from Equation 3.4, leads to underestimation of the 
persistence length. The systematic error calculation is detailed elsewhere, but it obeys the 
simple form, 
(3.5) 
where (s!) is the standard error of centroid position measurements (previously 
determined to be on the order of 4 nm for chains formed from Illm particle chains 15), N 
( raiSe 
is the number of beads within the chain, and var an is the resulting error of the 
amplitude variance, which is always positive. This error is plotted as the noise floor in the 
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Figure 3.2. Variance of Fourier amplitude versus mode number plot for a 36-bead chain 
with 35-base surface DNA-coated particles. Red line is the best fit for the first seven 
modes. Noise floor is calculated using Equation 3.5. Shaded area is where the bending 
length scale is shorter than 3 Jlm, and the variances are increasingly affected by axial 
rotation of intrinsic bends (kinks) in the chain. 
3.2.7. Brownian dynamics simulation 
In order to better understand the bending dynamics of DNA-linked particle chains 
observed experimentally, I have developed a Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation 
algorithm for a single free-draining chain (MATLAB codes in Appendix A). This 
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simulation allows us to study the effects of both kinks in a chain and axial rotation. I 
examine the consequences of these effects and relate the behavior of our colloidal chains 
to WLC. 
I study three types of model chains in our BD simulation: Type I - a 2-D straight chain 
without kinks, whose lowest energy configuration is a straight line; Type II - a 2-D 
"zigzag" kinked chain with intrinsic bond angles ¢o(sJ = -¢O(S;+I) ,where 
i = 1,2, ... , N -1 and a chain that does not exhibit axial rotation; and Type 111- a "zigzag" 
kinked chain of the same lowest energy configuration as Type II with a torsional force 
constant the same as its bending force constanfo. This Type III chain is allowed to 
diffuse in 3-D space, but also includes the buoyancy force and electrostatic force from 
substrate to mimic the experimental conditions. Note, this Type III chain does rotate 
axially. 
The equation of motion that describes the dynamics of each magnetic bead within a 
linked chain is, 
. d 2r; = F bend + F tors + Fconstr + Fmetr;c + F.hydro + FBrown + Fgrav + Fete 
m'dt2 , , , , , , , , (3.6) 
where for the th bead, m; is the mass of the th bead (the left-hand-side inertia term is 
negligible compared with right-hand-side terms in the case oflow Reynolds number), Ii 
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u = tEl f (oB/os -oB%s)2 ds 08. /os = otA las tA . 
energy.b , and 0 0 where 0 IS the bond 
F tors 
angle of the local kink, i is the torsional force that prevents twist in the case of Type 
Fconstr 
III chain, i is the constraint force used to keep the distance between adjacent beads 
constant, F;metric is the metric pseudo-potential forces required in simulations of chains 
with constrained bond lengths to mimic the behavior of infinitely stiff bead-spring 
Fhydro FBrown 
chains22, i is the hydrodynamic drag force, i is the stochastic Brownian force, 
F;grav is the buoyancy force of a magnetic bead (density ~ 1.6g/cm3) dispersed in water, 
F e'e 
j is the electrostatic force between a bead and the negatively charged glass substrate. 
F tors Fgrav F e'e Note that j , j and j are only used for the Type III chain. Since our system is at 
low Reynolds number flow, the mass of the bead in Equation 3.6 is neglected due to 
being in an inertialess regime. 
The widely used BD algorithm proposed by Ermak and McCammon23 is applied. In this 
algorithm, the current position r(n) (3Nvector) of the beads is moved to the next position 
r(n+l) according to 
(3.7) 
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where F(n) is the collective vector of internal and external (except Brownian and 
. . F = F bend + F lors + Fconslr + F mel + Fgrav + F e1e ~ hydrodynamIc) forces actmg on a bead (n) I I I I I I (n) 
is a random force generated at each time step from a Gaussian distribution with zero 
mean and variance (~(n)~(n'») = 2D(n)Atonn, , where Ilt is the time step and °nn' is the 
Kronecker delta, and D(n) is the 3x3 Rotne-Prager translational diffusion matrix24 used 
to account for hydrodynamic interactions between all beads. 
For the constraint force, I use the LINeS algorithm proposed by Hess et al2S on the 
inextensible chains, which leads to the final expression for computing the motion, 
(3.8) 
T ( T )-1 
where T(n) = D(n)B(n) B(n)D(n)B(n) ,B(n) is a bi-diagonal (N -1)x3N matrix containing 
the gradients of the inter-bead distance constraints and d is a vector containing the 
distances between adjacent beads. 
Given the initial positions of each bead in the chain, forces and the diffusion tensor can 
be calculated. Then, by inserting a time step (~l x 10-6 S ) into Equation 3.8, positions for 
each bead in the chain at the next time step are solved. Evolution of bead positions with 
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time can be obtained by iterating the above steps, and all the position-based properties 
can be computed and compared with experimental data. 
3.3. Results and discussion 
The persistence length of DNA-linked colloidal particle chains is measured using Fourier 
mode analysis of their curvature change due to thermal fluctuations. The time-averaged 
Fourier amplitude of each mode provides an independent estimate for the persistence 
length at its corresponding length scale (approximately contour length divided by mode 
number). For a homogeneous filament (continuum limit), the persistence length over all 
length scales is the same, which provides a means to check internal consistency of the 
measurement. Consequently according to Equation 3.3, if the variances of Fourier mode 
amplitudes var(an ) are plotted against mode number n, the data should have -2 power-
law decay. In Figure 3.2, I show a typical plot of amplitude variance versus mode number 
for DNA-linked colloidal chains, where data for the first 8-9 modes follow the expected 
inverse squared dependence. At higher modes, the data begin to exhibit periodical 
oscillation and systematic deviation. The deviation at these higher modes can be partially 
accounted for by the errors in the bead position measurements resulting from noise in the 
images and pixelationl-3, 13, 19, as the noise floor computed using Equation 3.5 sets the 
lower bound of data points in the higher mode region. As the mode increases, the 
expected variance of Fourier amplitude becomes smaller and more noise-dominated; the 
signal-to-noise ratios approach zero for data points close to the noise floor. However, this 
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does not explain the amplified periodic oscillation and significant deviations of some 
points at higher modes. I argue that these effects are caused both by intrinsic kinks and 
their rotation around the long axis of the chain. In the following sub-sections, I first show 
the evidence of kinks and axial rotation and then how they could consequently affect the 
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Figure 3.3. Summary of overall persistence length as a function of particle surface DNA 
length. Error bars are standard deviations of persistence lengths computed using different 
modes. Schematics next to each data point show (not to scale) the geometry of increasing 
particle surface DNA length (black filaments) and unchanged linker DNA length (red). 
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3.3.1. Persistence length as a function of surface DNA 
For each of the chains assembled from particles with different surface DNA lengths, I 
first calculate the transition length scale and mode number using Fourier mode 
amplitudes as in Figure 3.2, 4, and 5. Then I use Equation 3.4 to compute persistence 
lengths from Fourier modes whose mode numbers are smaller than the critical mode 
number of the chain. The mean is taken to be the persistence length of the chain and the 
standard deviation the error. This procedure makes sure that the measured persistence 
lengths are purely from bending and does not include axial rotation of kinks. 
In Figure 3.3, the persistence lengths of DNA-linked colloidal particle chains are plotted 
as a function of length of the DNA grafted on the particles. The persistence length ranges 
from 1 mm to 50 mm (LlLp from 0.002 to 0.1) for surface DNA lengths of 15 to 75 bases, 
decreasing with increasing surface DNA length. A similar linker-length effect has been 
reported previousl~ using a polyethylene glycol linker system. Intuitive interpretation of 
this effect can be made by analogy with varying the length of connecting springs in the 
classical bead-spring model (e.g. the chain rigidity decreases with increase of spring 
length, and vice versa). I have shown that the bending elasticity of these colloidal particle 
chains can be carefully tuned to yield chains with a bending rigidity comparable to that of 
microtubules measured in vitrol -3, 8, 26. 
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Figure 3.4. Representative configurations of 8S0bp double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) 
linked magnetic particle chains. The images are taken S minutes after magnetic field is 
taken off. The persistence length of the chains is measured to be ~S !-lm. 
To make chains in the semiflexible to flexible region, one way is to increase the 
length of the springs. In my experiments, a 8S0bp dsDNA (both ends terminated with 
biotin groups) is used to link streptavidin coated Dynabeads. The use of double-stranded 
DNA is because they can be manufactured much longer (8S0bp dsDNA has a contour 
length of290 nm while that of the 7S-base ssDNA is SOnm), though their intrinsic 
stiffness is greater (persistence length of dsDNA is ~SOnm while that of ssDNA is ~3nm). 
And the resulting chains have consistent persistence length of ~S !-lm. It is easily seen 
from their much coiled equilibrium configurations in Figure 3.4 that their persistence 
lengths are comparable to their contour lengths. Note that changing particle surface DNA 
length is not the only way to tune the persistence length of the chain. Alternative methods 
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include changing surface DNA grafting density, linker DNA length and concentration, 
temperature, salt concentration, particle spacing, particle size, etc. Our preliminary results 
show that by reducing the linker DNA concentration to ~ 1 nM, it is possible to make 
chains of persistence length -lOO,um (L/Lp ~ 1.8), close to that of actin filaments I, 3, 9,10. 
These results make our colloidal chains promising model systems with which to study 
biopolymers. 
3.3.2. Existence of kinks and their axial rotation 
The kinks are directly observed as noticeable deviations of particle positions from 
a smooth curve in any snapshot in the video (Figure 3.5a). One might argue that this 
could also be instantaneous bending due to Brownian motion. To experimentally prove 
the existence of kinks I overlay the bond angles tjJ(s;) of a 36-bead chain for all time 
frames as a function of positions on the chain (bond angle number from the left) in Figure 
3.5b. The absolute values of these bond angles are much larger (10~20 degrees) than they 
should have been if they were the result of thermal bending (±1.5 degree for a chain with 
a persistence length of30 mm, estimated from lower mode number data in Figure 3.2). 
Additionally, the means of the distributions for most bond angles deviate from zero, 
indicating that the equilibrium shape of the chain is not straight. Both observations rule 
out the possibility that the observed large bond angle values are solely due to thermal 
fluctuations, and support the existence of kinks within a chain. 
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Figure 3.5. Evidence of axial rotational diffusion. a) A snapshot (inset) of the shape of 
the chain analyzed in Figure 3.2. Note that the Y-axis is scaled differently from the x-
axis to demonstrate kinks. b) Bond angles <pC Si) along the backbone of the same chain. 
Deviations of mean angles from zero indicate the prevailing existence of kinks; and large 
variances of angles (5~ 1 0 degrees) imply dynamics other than bending. c) Plot of the 5th 
(blue) and 6th (green) bond angles as a function of time. The noticeable correlation 
(correlation coefficient 0.95) between them provides evidence of axial rotational 
diffusion. 
I further argue that there exists rotational Brownian motion of the chain along its 
long axis that is revealed by the motion of kinks. Note that the bond angle distributions in 
Figure 3.5b is 5~10 degrees, which is much larger than the expected ±1.5 degree bond 
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angle variation for a typical chain with a persistence length of 30 mm. The significant 
correlation of adjacent bond angles in Figure 3.Sc further indicates there are collective 
motions of these kinks resulting from axial rotation of the entire chain. At short time 
scales (~lO s), the bond angles exhibit a noisy pattern with a band width of ~l.S degrees, 
as the bending relaxation time at the length scale of three particles (~l ms) is much 
smaller than the observation time interval (0.1 s). At longer time scales (~ I 00 s), 
however, both bond angles display correlated shifts, whose time scale is comparable to 
the axial rotational diffusion of a rod26-28• The above evidence, put together, strongly 
suggests the existence of kinks and their axial rotation in a chain. 
3.3.3. Bending versus axial rotation of kinks 
I analyze the consequence of the coupling between the bending dynamics of our DNA-
linked colloidal particle chains and the axial rotation of the kinks, and show how they 
affect our persistence length measurements. 
The artifacts in the bending dynamics of a chain are caused by neither kinks nor axial 
rotation alonel , 2 ( Figure 3.6), but by the combination of the two. Axial rotation of kinks 
would in theory introduce cross-correlations between affected Fourier modes l . To 
investigate which modes are affected, I calculated the covariance matrix of the Fourier 
mode amplitudes (Figure 3.6a) of the same 36-bead chain as described in Figure 3.2. 
Each matrix element Cij represents the correlation coefficient of Fourier amplitudes of 
the ;'h mode and the /h mode. No statistically significant correlation is found either 
among the first four modes or between any of these modes with any higher modes. As 
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mode number increases, cross-correlations become increasingly significant. This is 
verified by comparing with the covariance matrix of a BD simulated chain with kinks 
(Type III, f/Jo(sJ = -f/JO(Si+l) = 6°), which displays similar patt;ems (Figure 3.6d). BD 
simulations also show that kinks or axial rotation alone do not result in significant cross-
correlations (Figure 3.6b), even with different intrinsic bond angles (Figure 3.6c), 
because the change of a chain's curvature is truly represented in the 2-D images. This 
indicates that the Fourier mode amplitudes are only affected by axial rotation of kinks at 
higher bending modes, or shorter length scales. This makes sense because even though 
axial rotation of kinks induces large short length scale deviations of bond angles and 
tangent angles, based on which Fourier modes are computed, they get averaged out over a 
longer distance due to the random nature of the kink arrangement. 
It is reasonable to ask the question, "What is the critical length scale at which the 
transition takes place?" To estimate the transition length scale, I make use of the Cosine 
Correlation Function (CCF)9, 10,20, 
( cos [f/J (Si + M) - f/J ( Si ) J) = exp( _ M ) 
s"l 2Lp (3.9) 
where s; is the arc length of the ith particle from the left and IlL is the distance between 
two points along the backbone of the chain. In Equation 3.9, the bracket has been widely 
used to represent the time average, but here I use it to compute first the ensemble average 
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of cos [ ¢J ( Sj + M) - ¢J ( Sj ) ] sampled over all possible two-point pairs that are of distances 
M apart, and then the time average of the ensemble average. 
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Figure 3.6. Covariance matrices of Fourier mode amplitudes obtained from a) the same 
36-bead chain analyzed in Figure 3.2 (experimental data), b) simulated 24-bead straight 
chain without intrinsic kink (Type I), c) a simulated 24-bead 2D chain with intrinsic 
kinks (Type II, ¢o (si) = - ¢o (si+1) = 6° , 12°, 24° , same result), d) a simulated 24-bead chain 
with kinks and axial rotation (Type III, ¢Jo(S j) = -¢JO(Si+l) = 6° ). The color in each box 
(matrix element Cij ) represents the correlation coefficient of Fourier amplitudes of the i th 
mode and the j'h mode. This matrix is made to be symmetric, and the values of the 
diagonal elements are assigned the value 1 for better contrast and visualization. 
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Calculated this way, the {cos [¢( Sj + M) - ¢( Sj ) J) versus M profile of an ideal WLC 
Si.t 
in a log-linear plot should still assume a straight line shape with a slope of - I/2Lp , and 
any deviation implies imperfection. In Figure 3.7, systematic deviations are seen at length 
scales of3 fJ.m and 5 fJ.m for chains assembled with either 35-base or 15-base surface 
DNA particles, respectively. It is the coupling of axial rotation of the kinks with bending 
that decreases the correlations between tangent angle differences at short length scales. 
The apparent variation of the difference between two tangent angles is related to the 
combination of bending energy, which stores instantaneous thermal energy and induc~ 
correlations, and the axial rotation of kinks, which is not associated with bending energy 
and does not necessarily induce correlation. The critical length scale calculated using the 
CCF method is 3~5fJ.m for the 12 chains analyzed in this paper. This means that for a 
typical chain of length 40 f.Jm , the transition occurs at the 8th~ 11 th mode, which is in 
agreement with observations in both Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6. 
I conclude from the above analysis that there are two distinct regimes in the dynamics of 
DNA-linked colloidal particle chains that are separated by a length scale of 3~5fJ.m. 
Above this length scale (small mode number), bending dominates and Fourier modes 
match behaviors predicted by WLC theory. Below this length scale (larger mode 
number), axial rotation of kinks dominates and causes artifacts. 
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3.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter it is shown that DNA-linked colloidal particle chain mimic the 
behavior of linear semi flexible polymers and can therefore be thought of as a WLC. 
Using Fourier mode analysis to analyze the curvature fluctuations of these chains, I show 
that their persistence lengths can be finely tuned in the range of 5 J..lm~50 mm by changing 
the particle surface DNA length from 850bp to 15 bases. It is found that both static and 
dynamic properties of our colloidal particle chains match well with WLC theory at length 
scales larger than 3~5 J..lm, while at shorter length scales, they systematically deviate from 
theory due to coupling between transverse bending and axial rotation of intrinsic kinks. 
With careful analysis to account for this artifact, I show that our DNA-linked colloidal 
particle chain bending rigidity can be well controlled in a wide range that is useful both in 
being a model system for semi flexible polymer studies and other applications. 
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Chapter 4 
DNA-linked paramagnetic chains as a model 
system for semiflexible and rigid polymers 
chains 
In this chapter, I demonstrate that DNA-linked paramagnetic colloidal chains with a wide 
span of bending rigidity can serve as an ideal model system for studying the dynamics of 
polymers. In particular, I show that the bending relaxation dynamics of semiflexible 
chains and the axial rotational diffusion of rigid chains can be measured precisely, which 
is difficult for their molecular analogs. Bending relaxation and axial rotational diffusion 
of rod-like polymers are important in processes like microtubule filament sliding and 
flagella beating. By imaging the motion of beads and small kinks along the backbone of 
chains of DNA-linked colloids, I produce a direct and systematic measurement of 
bending relaxation time scales and axial rotational diffusivity of chains both in bulk 
solution and near a wall. The results agree well with slender-body hydrodynamics theory. 
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Our system and measurements provide insights into fundamental bending relaxation and 
axial diffusion processes of slender objects, which encompass a wide range of entities 
including biological filaments and linear polymer chains. 
4.1. Introduction to dynamics of slender objects 
Unlike spheres, highly anisotropic objects diffuse in a complex manner, particularly so if 
they are flexible. The combined effects of their shape anisotropy, their internal degrees of 
freedom, and their environment greatly influence their behavior. Some of these 
dynamical effects are now being understood, like the strong coupling between 
translational diffusion and transverse rotation (usually simply termed rotation)l and 
enhanced transverse rotational diffusion of slightly flexible rods in crowded 
environments2• Despite its crucial importance in the phase separation and formation of 
liquid crystals 3 and in biological processes such as lipid bilayer dynamics4 and 
microtubule sliding5, 6, rotational diffusion around the long axis (axial rotation) of rod-
like molecules and colloids is still poorly characterized and not understood. Direct 
measurement of axial rotation is challenging because most of the electro-optical 
properties of cylindrical macromolecules are also axisymmetric7• NMR relaxation4, 
fluorescence anisotropy decayS, and 3D-tracking of attached quantum dots 6,9 have been 
used to measure the axial rotation of rod-like molecules. The first two techniques 
measure the ensemble average properties and are model dependent; the third lacks 











































































Figure 4.1. Snapshots of a 12-bead rigid DNA-linked chain under Brownian motion in 
aqueous solution near the bottom substrate. The snapshots a~h are taken 10 seconds apart 
and the red dashed circles are highlighting the kink formed by the ih, 8th and 9th bead 
from the left. The unusual large size ( ¢ ~ 75° ) of this kink is only for demonstration 
whereas the kinks used to measure the axial rotational diffusivities in this chapter are 
much smaller than this (14 ° ~ ¢ ~ 25° ). 
Recently developed rod-like colloidal model systems8-11 can be visualized accurately in 
real time and space and have tunable length and stiffness. Their axial symmetry can be 
broken simply, as shown by the recent observation of the axial rotation of a rod-like 
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tetramer along its long axis lO• In this chapter, I present a systematic study of bending 
relaxation dynamics of semiflexible slender rods and axial rotational diffusion of rigid 
slender rods by directly observing with high accuracy the dynamics of asymmetric DNA-
linked magnetic colloidal particles. This technique would allow us to probe complex 
dynamics behavior of rod-like polymers. 
Axial rotational diffusion of elongated colloids was reported in 1827 by Robert Brown in 
the first report on thermal (now called Brownian) motion: "oval particles ... their motion 
consisting in turning usually on their longer axis, and then often appearing to be 
flattened.,,12 Brown's observation relied on the slight asymmetry of arsenic trioxide 
flakes. The same symmetry breaking principle is used in our experiments, but the 
measurements are quantitative with high precision. The colloidal rods consist of DNA-
grafted paramagnetic particles aligned by a magnetic field and connected by linker DNA 
strands through hybridization 11, 13. The axial rotation of these rods is revealed by the 
relative motions of small kinks (short range deviation of a particle segment from a 
straight contour) along their backbones, recorded by video microscopy and analyzed by 
image processing. The kinks act as tracers and are sufficiently large for accurate imaging 
while small enough not to introduce significant deviation from a perfectly straight rod in 
terms of axial rotational diffusivity. I first track the motion of kinks in 6 - 54Jlm stiff rigid 
rods that are undergoing Brownian motion near a flat substrate to measure their axial 
rotational diffusivities. Subsequently I apply a magnetic field to control the distance 
between the rods and the substrate and measure their axial rotational diffusivities in bulk. 
In this chapter, I first measure the bending relaxation dynamics of semiflexible DNA-
linked magnetic particle chains using Fourier mode analysis. Then, I measure the axial 
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rotational diffusivities of rigid chains both in bulk and near a wall. Both experimental 
data match reasonably well with theoretical predictions7, 14-16, confirming the validity of 
the slender-body hydrodynamic theory calculations and our system a good model system 
for polymer dynamics studies. 
Figure 4.2. Snapshots of a 30-bead semiflexible DNA-linked chain (Lp=lmm) under 
Brownian motion in aqueous solution near the bottom substrate. The snapshots are taken 
10 seconds apart. 
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4.2. Experimental methods and materials 
4.2.1. Sample preparation 
As previous described, paramagnetic polystyrene MyOne beads with diameter 1.08 ± 
O.OSJlm (density ~1.8 x 103 kglm3) and streptavidin surface coating (Dynal Biotech,Oslo, 
Norway) are used in this study. They are further functionalized with biotinylated IS-base 
oligonucleotidesl7 (surface density S x 104 strandlJlm2) and dispersed in phosphate buffer 
solution (PH = 7.4) with ionic strength of60 mM. These beads are linked into straight 
rigid chains after mixing with linker DNA (0.03 mM) and aligned under an external 
magnetic field for 2 hours. Due to slight non-uniformity in the distribution of magnetic 
material inside the particles, their centers of mass deviate from the straight-line magnetic 
dipole alignment, forming kinks. These kinks are made permanent by hybridization of 
linker DNA and particle surface DNA. When the field is removed, all the linked chains 
undergo quasi-2D Brownian motion near the substrate due to gravity (Figure 4.3a). Their 
persistence lengths are measured to be SO ± 7 mm (LiLp ranging from O.OOOOS to 0.001) 
via Fourier mode analysis oftheir curvature thermal fluctuation l8• The Brownian motion 
of the isolated chains are observed using an inverted optical microscope with an 100x oil 
immersion objective (Olympus IX71, Olympus America Inc., Melville, NY) and recorded 
using a CCD camera (Orca-HR, Hamamatsu Inc., Sewickley, PA) at ~20 frames per 
second and S-millisecond exposure time for 20 minutes (Figure 4.1a-h and Figure 4.2). 
For each frame, the centroid position of each particle within the chain is obtained by 
fitting its intensity profile with a Gaussian distribution after eliminating image noise 




Figure 4.3. Measuring axial rotation of a IS-bead DNA-linked chain by tracking motions 
of kinks. a) Snapshot ofa IS-bead DNA-linked chain undergoing Brownian motion. b) 
Geometry of a kink in 3D configuration and its projection. c) Definitions of position 
coordinates, bond angle ¢J( s;) and tangent angle B( s;) = 1r - ¢J( s;) along the chain. 
4.2.2. Axial rotational angle measurement 
F or each chain near the substrate, I first measure the diffusivity of regular in-plane 
rotation about its short axis and compare with theory} to ensure that the chain is not 
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Figure 4.4. Measurement of in-plane rotational diffusivities of chains of different length 
diffusing near a wall. The measured diffusivities of all the chains match with theory 
describing rigid rods diffusing near a wall (with gap size O.13/J-m). This indicates that all 
the chains measured are freely diffusing without attaching to the substrate. 
To measure bulk axial rotational diffusivity of rigid rods, I use a magnetic gradient field 
to balance the gravitational force acting on the rods. After identifying an isolated straight 
chain, I levitate it to a certain height (,.....10 J.lm) above the substrate using the magnetic 
field gradient generated by two block magnets (2"x l"x 112", 5738K33, McMaster-Carr, 
Elmhurst, Illinois, USA) placed 4.9 cm away from each other. At equilibrium height 
range, the magnetic gradient force is equal in magnitude to the rod's gravity (gravity 
minus buoyancy) but in the opposite direction. The height of the chain is determined by a 
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reference bead stuck to the substrate using a z-direction calibrated objective. The chain is 
seen diffusing freely along the vertical axis, indicating that the forces in the z-direction 
are balanced (Figure 4.8 top-right inset). 
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Figure 4.5. a) Overlay of bond angles ¢ of all kinks in a 10-bead chain within 800 
5 
seconds. b) Axial rotational angle <p(t) measured from the sixth kink of the same chain 
in a). c) Histogram of the same angles in plot b). d) Typical plot of axial rotational 
angular mean-squared displacement (MSD) as a function lag time of lO-bead (black 
circle), 16-bead (blue circles), 30-bead (red circles) and 40-bead (green circles) chains in 
bulk. 
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Inter-particle distances are calculated as d; = ~( X;+l - X;)2 + (Y;+l - Y; l where d; is the 
distance between the ith and {i+ 1 ih bead. Bond angles (Figure 4.3c) are subsequently 
calculated as ¢(s;) = cos-1 (U;+leu;/IU;+II·lu;l), where u; = (X;+l -Xi'Yi+l - yJ is the bond 
vector connecting the ith and {i+ l)th bead. Since the arc-cosine function does not give 
negative values for small negative angles, I use the sign of Y;+l - Y; as the sign of ¢(s;) so 
that it ranges from -7tl2 to 7tl2. 
The distribution of bond angles between each pair of bond vectors (bond number) can be 
measured (Figure 4.5a). For example, the bond angle between the 1 st and 2nd vectors 
(bond number 1) ranges from -5 degrees to 5 degrees while the bond angles between the 
7th and 8th vectors (bond number 7) range from -15 to 15 degrees. Since this range of 
angles is symmetric about 0 degrees, it indicates that the chain is making full axial 
rotations. I can calculate the axial rotation angle <I>{s;) based on the kinks whose bond 
angle exceeds 14 degrees. The choice of this angle is arbitrary but will be detailed later in 
this chapter. My intention is to minimize error while still providing a large enough 
number of kinks within a chain to provide statistics. For each kink, I compute the axial 
rotation angle <I>{s;) based on the geometry illustrated in Figure 2b where solid lines 
represent a 3D construct and dashed lines are 2D projections on the image plane. 00 lS 
assumed to be fixed for a given kink due to rigidity and is calculated as 
00 = max {abs{O(t»)} after obtaining all O(t) for the kink. The trigonometric relations 
between all variables in Figure 4.3b are presented in the following equations, 
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dld2 sin 01 -bdo = 0 
L.L2 sin 00 -ado = 0 
b2 +c2 _a2 = 0 
dl2 + c2 - L; = 0 
d~ +c2 -L~ =0 
(4.1) 
where d l , d2 , do, 00 and 0 are obtained from the analysis of each image and L. , L2 , a 
, b and c are 5 unknowns to be computed from the above 5 equations. The axial rotation 
angle <1>(sJ is calculated as <1>(sJ = cos- l (bl a) and it spans between 0 and 1t (Figure 
4.5b). The fact that <1>(sJ has a uniform distribution (Figure 4.5c) indicates the rods 
undergo Brownian motion without any bias in the direction of axial rotation. Mean 
squared displacement (MSD) of <1>(s;) of each chosen kink within a rod is plotted against 
lag time (Figure 4.5d). Finally, the axial rotational diffusivities Dar are calculated by 
fitting a straight line to the MSD vs. lag time curve using the Einstein relation 
\ (<1>(t+At)-<1>(t))2)t = 2 Dar At . Dar values from different kinks within each rod are 
averaged to give the final diffusivity values and their standard deviations. 
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4.3. Theory 
4.3.1. Relaxation time scales of modes 
As shown in the previous chapter, persistence length can also be estimated from the 
bending dynamics of each mode by examining its relaxation time scale. Although Fourier 
modes are not the true normal modes of the equation of motion that describes the 
dynamics of a chain because the end-effects do not satisfy the boundary conditions, they 
nevertheless are reasonable approximations to the true normal modes in computing the 
relaxation times20,21. The single-exponential relaxation of the modes is described as, 
(4.2) 
with the relaxation time of the nth mode Tn being approximated bro 
(4.3) 
where the wavevector q = ,,(n + 1/2)/ L, and r is either the bulk drag coefficient22 of a 
chain in an unbounded environment r ~ 4trTJ I[ In ( LI 2a ) + 0.84] or the effective 
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hydrodynamic drag coefficient for a rigid chain near a flat rigid substrate and with its 




where h is the distance between the center of the chain to the substrate, 1] is the solvent 
viscosity, and r is the radius of the chain, which is the average radius of the beads in the 
chain. By plotting the amplitudes as a function of lag time and fitting them with Equation 
4.2, one can obtain the relaxation time for each mode. Persistence length can then be 
estimated using Equations 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.3.2. Axial diffusivities of rigid rods in bulk and near a wall 
The drag coefficient of a rigid rod rotating around its long axis predicted by slender-body 
hydrodynamic theory5,14,24 is approximately the sum of rotational drag coefficients of 
spheres, 87r1]r3, constituting the rod, i.e., 
(4.5) 
where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, 1] is the solvent viscosity, r 
is the radius ofa bead and, L is the length of the rod. A more detailed shell-model 7,24 
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ratio of the rod. Because the rods investigated in this letter have aspect ratio ranging from 
6 to 50, the difference between the two expressions is negligible «4%) and for 
simplicity, I use Equation 4.5 to compare with experimental results. 
Near a wall, diffusion is slower due to the hydrodynamic reflections of the rod on the 
wall. The wall hinders axial rotational diffusion according to 15,25 
(4.6) 
where h is the distance between the center of the rod (beads) and the wall. 
4.4. Results and discussions 
4.4.1. Semiflexible chain bending relaxation dynamics 
To validate the DNA-linked particle chains to be a model system for semiflexible 
polymers, I characterize their dynamic relaxation properties using Fourier mode analysis. 
Since Fourier modes are a convenient basis set that captures the shape of a chain at any 
given point in time, it is well suited for calculating equilibrium properties such as 
persistence length. However, Fourier modes are not true normal modes ofthe dynamical 
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equation of motion of a chain2o, because they do not completely satisfy the no-force-no-
torque boundary conditions on both ends of a chain21 ,26. This end·effect results in a 
possible non-single-exponential relaxation behavior that differs from that described in 
Equation 4.2. The deviation decreases with increasing mode number where the end effect 
is less pronounced. Nevertheless, it is found that within the experimentally accessible 
timescales, this non-single-exponential effect is small (Figure 4.6) and Fourier modes still 
provide reasonable approximations of relaxation times within 10,...,15% error21 . 
-1 
10 
. . ...... 
10° 
Lag time (5) 
Figure 4.6. Lag time-dependence of mode amplitude of the first five modes of a 70-bead 
chain with 35-base surface DNA-coated particles. Lines are single-exponential fits to the 
data points using Equation 4.2. Insert: data points collapse into a single master curve 
using scaled variables MSD(an)/MSD(an)plateau and thn (n=I,2,3,4,5). 
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The relaxation behavior of lower modes (n < 6 ) is reasonably characterized by single-
exponential saturation from Equation 4.2 (Figure 4.6), while higher modes (n > 10) show 
anomalous slow relaxation due to the effect of axial rotation of kinks (data not shown). 
Note that when the variables are scaled with their respective saturation amplitudes and 
relaxation times, they collapse into a single exponential master curve (Figure 4.6 inset). If 
the relaxation dynamics of the chains are measured in an unbounded environment where 
the hydrodynamic drag coefficients are the same as in bulk, the relaxation times of each 
mode can provide an independent estimate of the persistence length. However, the 
density of the particles is significantly larger than that of the buffer solution and the 
chains settle to the glass surface with an average distance of 50~300 nm from the bottom 
(estimated by comparing with the focal plane of a particle stuck to the substrate). This 
wall effect greatly increases the viscous dissipation16,25 and thus the effective 
hydrodynamic drag coefficient of the chains. By using the persistence length of a 
measured chain, I can obtain the effective drag coefficient (Equation 4.3) and thus its 
average elevation (Equation 4.4) from the substrate. 
The collected data for the relaxation times Tn of 4 chains assembled by 35-base surface 
DNA particles of various chain lengths (36~70 beads) is plotted in Figure 4.7 as a 
function of wave vector. The data displays the expected q-4 dependence. The data is fit to 
Equation 4.3 using the average persistence length, Lp = 30mm , and an effective drag 
coefficient of r = 17.6 mPa· s and an average elevation of h ~ 150 nm is calculated, 
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Figure 4.7. Relaxation times of bending modes of chains with average persistence length 
30 mm. Open circles are experimental data for chains assembled by 35-base surface 
DNA-coated particles of various chain lengths (36~70 beads). Open squares are results of 
two chains of the same persistence length from Brownian dynamics simulations (40 and 
100 beads). Red line is the best fit for experimental data using Equation 4.3 by varying y 
(or height h). Black line is the exact solution of Equation 4.3 using the unbounded 
hydrodynamic drag coefficient. 
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check, relaxation times of two chains of the same persistence length from Brownian 
dynamics simulations are also plotted and are shown to display the same q -4 dependence 
as well as a perfect match to the exact solution of Equation 4.3 using the bulk drag 
coefficient. The above evidence confirms the homogeneous nature of bending relaxation 
behaviors of DNA-linked colloidal particle chains at larger length scales, again certifying 
them as model systems to study the behavior of semiflexible polymers. Caution has to be 
taken when one interprets the dynamics of these chains near a wall where thermal motion 
is surpressed due to higher effective hydrodynamic drag induced by elevated chain-wall 
viscous dissapation. 
4.4.2. Rigid chain axial rotation dynamics 
To test the slender-body hydrodynamic theory, the axial rotational diffusivities of rigid 
rods in bulk liquid are measured. For each chain I monitored, a magnetic field is applied 
that has a gradient in the vertical direction but is uniform in the horizontal plane. The 
magnetic field in the horizontal plane induces dipole interactions that keep the chain from 
rotating in the image plane17,28, but do not affect the force balance in the image plane; 
therefore, the axial rotational diffusion of the chain should not be affected. The measured 
bulk axial rotational diffusivities of the 6 rigid chains (green circles in Figure 4.8) 
decrease with increasing chain length, L, in agreement with slender-body hydrodynamic 
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Figure 4.8. Axial rotational diffusivities of rigid rods. Slender-body hydrodynamics 
thoery predictions of axial roational diffusivitis in bulk (red line) and near a wall (black 
line) as a function of rod lengths. Experimental measured axial rotational diffusivities of 
rods in bulk (green circles) and near a wall (blue circles). Error bars are standard 
deviations of axial rotational diffusivities obtained from different kinks of the same 
chains. (Insets) Schematic illustrations of a chain near a wall (bottom left, where h is the 
distance between the center of the beads and the wall) and a chain elevated by a magnetic 
field (top right). Distances are not to scale. 
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Experimentally, the axial rotational difIusivities of rigid rods are measured near a wall by 
monitoring their Brownian motion near the glass substrate. Due to the high density of the 
paramagnetic beads (~1800 kglm\ chains longer than 6 beads are confined in quasi-2D ll 
and rarely fluctuate out of focal plane (~300 nm). The 13 data points (blue circles in 
Figure 4.8) fit reasonably well with Equation 4.6 with a power law of -1 (black line in 
Figure 4.8) in a log-log plot. The right-hand side of Equation 4.6 contains the same bulk 
difIusivity term as in Equation 4.5 and a factor determined by the height of the rod above 
the substrate. Because no systematic deviation of data points from Equation 4.6 is 
observed when using a single fitting parameter. h (h = r+ 0.12,um), all the chains, long 
and short, have approximately the same average height above the substrate. The value of 
the height is in agreement with both the height of the same chains calculated using their 
short-axis rotational dynamics data (h = r +O.13,um, Figure 3.4) and the height of more 
flexible chains calculated from their bending relaxation dynamics (h = r + 0.15,um )11. 
The above evidence strongly suggests the validity of previous hydrodynamic dissipation 
model. 
While high precision in our axial rotational difIusivity measurement is claimed, particular 
attention has to be paid to quantify all the major sources of error. Error (1) comes from 
the inaccuracy in determining the particles' centers of mass positions. A±4 nm position 
error17 would lead to e ~4° error in the <I>(s;) measurement, depending on the 
instantaneous position of the kink, for kinks of size larger than 14° (~(s;) ~ 14°). This 
random error source ultimately leads to a systematic underestimate of diffusivity by up to 
3%. Error (2) comes from the fact that kinks are Ubiquitous in any rod I measure. 
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Depending on the size of each kink, its effect on the deviation of the axial rotational drag 
coefficient of the whole chain is given by the expression (error = 6tr1Jrz2 29, where z is the 
particle center of mass deviation from the long axis. I use the theory for straight rigid 
rods that does not take into account the kinks with size 2° ~ ¢(s;) ~ 20°, which is 
equivalent to an overestimate of diffusivity by 2%. Error (3) results from the fact that the 
¢(s;) angles should vary between -00 and +00 but are only measured to be between -n12 
and nl2. This effect is equivalent to confined ID diffusion between 2 walls30 and would 
bend and saturate the MSD vs. time curves (Figure 3.5d) when time approaches the axial 
rotational relaxation time scale. This effect could potentially result in an underestimate of 
diffusivity by o (t/21[2, ). I reduce this underestimation to less than 1 % by limiting the 
time scale plotted to be less than 5% of the relaxation time scale. As seen in Figure 3.5d, 
the MSD vs. time curves are straight within 0~5s timeframe (relaxation time 200~1000s). 
Error (4) is due to the assumption in the geometric calculation that both centers of mass 
of the particles (left and right in Figure 3.3b) next to the kinked particle (top one in 
Figure 3.3b) are on the rotation axis, which might not be true due to the fact that the kink 
arrangement within a rod is random and 3D in nature. Error (5) is caused by occasional 
tilting of the rods during recording that results in inaccurate measurements of the particle 
positions. Errors (4) and (5) are negligible (causing the final measured diffusivity values 
to be <1 %) since the tilting angle and the degree of axis mismatch are small enoughI7,19. 
In summary, a conservative estimate of error would be ±3%, which is unprecedented in 
single rod axial rotational diffusivity measurements. 
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4.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter I have present a novel model of DNA-linked paramagnetic colloidal 
particle chains with a wide range of bending rigidities to study the semiflexible and rigid 
rod dynamics. I have measured the bending relaxation dynamics of semi flexible chains of 
persistence lengths 1-50mm, the results of which show good agreement with existing 
worm-like chain polymer theory. In addition, I have demonstrated a convenient and 
systematic approach to measure axial rotational diffusivities of colloidal rigid rods of 
length 6-54Jlm, both in bulk and near a wall. I have shown that the experimentally 
measured diffusivities match reasonably well with slender-body hydrodynamics theory 
calculations. Our DNA-linked colloidal rods, with controllable length, rigidity and 
elevation, in conjunction with the imaging and processing technique provide an excellent 
prototype to study semiflexible filament axial rotation, twisting and writhing dynamics. I 
believe this opens the door to investigating polymer dynamics using colloidal rods both 
in bulk and confined environments. 
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Chapter 5 
The use of paramagnetic particles as a 
repulsive colloidal force probe 
In'this chapter, I present the use of video microscopy of magnetic colloidal particles to 
measure short range repulsive forces between surfaces. The forces between the particles 
can be directly measured by monitoring the inter-centroid distances between the particles 
at various magnetic field strengths. Using a chain consisting of a minimum of 35 micron 
sized particles, a distance resolution of -0.21 nm is achieved. Measurements of the 
interactions between charged and oligonucleotide-coated surfaces agree well with 
predicted force interactions calculated using Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey- Overbeek 
(DLVO) theory and Milner's polymer brush theory. 
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5.1. Introduction to colloidal force measurement techniques 
Repulsive surface interactions control the dynamics, stability, and phase behavior of a 
suspension. A number of experimental techniques have been successfully developed to 
directly measure repulsive surface forces including the atomic force microscope (AFM) 
colloidal probe 1,2, optical tweezers (aT) 3-5, and the magnetic chaining technique (MeT) 
6, 7. The AFM colloidal probe has sub-angstrom distance resolution, but its force 
measurement is limited to tens of pi co-Newtons 8. Meanwhile, aT and MeT can measure 
sub-pico-Newton forces the distance resolution is limited to ±3 nm and ±2 nm, 
respectively 4-7. Direct measurements of electrostatic interactions between colloidal 
particles using MeT technique 6 and optical tweezers 9 have been reported. Additionally, 
the thermal expansion of a magnetic chain was recently used as a simple model of a one-
dimensional anharmonic crystal, allowing force versus distance relationships between 
charged colloids to be measured 10. The interactions between DNA-coated particle 
surfaces can also be measured using colloidal particles 5, 11. However, these initial studies 
have not investigated short-range interactions that are on the order of pi co-Newtons with 
angstrom-level distance resolution. 
In this chapter, I combine MeT with video microscopy to measure repulsive force versus 
distance relationships between coated colloidal particles with a distance resolution of 
~O.21 nm. By measuring the magnetic attractive force between magnetic particles at 
varying field strength, the repulsive surface forces can be calculated with sub-pico-
Newton accuracy. Unlike the Bragg scattering technique used to measure particle spacing 
in MeT, distance resolution in our technique is achieved by averaging the inter-centroid 
distances between adjacent particles within a chain under a given magnetic field strength. 
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The validity of this measurement is verified by measuring the repulsive forces between 
charged colloidal surfaces at various salt concentrations. Our measurements are 
compared with Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey- Overbeek (DLVO) theory for accuracy. I also 
demonstrate the feasibility of measuring short-range repulsive forces between colloidal 
surfaces coated with 15,35,50, and 75 base oligonucleotides. Experimental data for the 
50 and 75 base oligonucleotide-coated surfaces agrees well with polymer brush theory 
developed by Milner. Interestingly, the shorter 15 and 35 base oligonucleotide-coated 
surfaces deviate significantly from theory. This is important in understanding the self- or 
directed-assembly of DNA-coated colloidal particles. 
5.2. Experimental methods and materials 
The particles used in this study are carboxyl-coated paramagnetic polystyrene MyOne 
beads (Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway). The mean particle diameter of the particles is 1.07 
± 0.04 ~m, confirmed by dynamic light scattering and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) measurements. The magnetic susceptibility of the particles varies from 1.44 to 
0.78 in the field range of 0.1 mT to 50 mT, as provided by the manufacturer. The 
particles are taken from a stock solution, washed and sonicated in the desired sodium 
chloride solution (1 mM, 2 mM, or 5 mM), and diluted to a final particle concentration of 
80,000 particles/~L. The zeta potential of the particles are measured to be -48.0 mY, -
39.2 mV and -38.7 mV in 1 mM, 2 mM and 5 mM salt solutions, respectively. The 
particles are injected in a flow cell consisting of two glass coverslips sandwiched together 
with double-stick tape. The coverslips are washed with sulfuric acid and hydrogen 
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peroxide (7:3 v/v) to prevent the particles from sticking to the glass surface. The cell is 
then sealed with epoxy to prevent evaporation of the solution. The flow cell is placed 
between a pair of iron-cored Helmholtz coils, used to provide a homogeneous magnetic 
field within the flow cell, on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus IX71) stage with a 
100x/1.2 N.A. oil immersion objective. Chains of paramagnetic colloidal particles are 
allowed to form under a constant flux density of 10m T. The magnetic field is then varied 
and images of the chains are taken using video microscopy with a digital camera 
(Hamamatsu) at a rate of 5 frames/sec for 1 minute using Simple PCI software and 
analyzed using Matlab. Centroid positions of particles within a chain are calculated via 
image processing 12 and inter-centroid distances between adjacent particles are averaged 
over all particle pairs to give the "averaged inter-centroid distance". As shown in Figure 
5.1, histograms for the inter-particle spacing are generated at various magnetic field 
strengths by measuring the average inter-centroid distance for a chain using 300 frames 
for each field strength. The standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to the histograms of the 
centroid distance distribution is ~0.2 nm for forces larger than 4 pN, or a field strength 
greater than 6mT, signifying the distance resolution of our technique. Note that at lower 
field strengths the inter-particle spacing distribution becomes broader due to an increase 
in the ratio of thermal energy to magnetic energy. 
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Figure 5.1. Probability distributions of particle inter-centroid distances at various 
magnetic field strengths in 1 mM NaCI solution. Colored lines are Gaussian fits to the 
distribution data, where the standard deviations provide the error estimates for the inter-
centroid distance measurements. Inset: Images of a 59-particle chain dispersed in 1 mM 
NaCI solution taken at magnetic field strengths ranging from 3.1 mT to 25 mT. 
5.3. Results and discussions 
5.3.1. Like charge repulsion 
I quantify the repulsive electrostatic force between the particle surfaces by measuring the 
magnetic force used to align the particles at a given magnetic field strength. The 
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magnetic force between adjacent particles aligned with the external field is calculated 
using Equation 5.1, proposed by Zhang and Widom 13, 
(5.1) 
where 110 is the permeability of vacuum, m = I1oZVBo is the magnetic dipole moment of 
a spherical particle, Z is volumetric magnetic susceptibility, V is the volume of a 
particle, Bo is the applied magnetic field strength, and d is the inter-centroid distance 
between the two particles. Using different salt solutions, the equilibrium inter-centroid 
distances between particles are measured at different magnetic field strengths and 
converted into a force versus particle surface separation distance relationship using 
Equation 5.1, as plotted in Figure 5.2. The measured force-distance relations are 
compared to those obtained using DL va theory. At equilibrium, the magnetic force 
balances the electrostatic force. The electrostatic force profiles are calculated assuming 
constant potential boundary conditions, as shown in Equation 5.2, 
F 2 ",2 exp(-KD) 
el = 7rE'f'zaK l+exp(-KD) (5.2) 
where E is the dielectric permittivity of the medium, f/Jz is the zeta potential, K is the 
inverse Debye length, and D is the separation between two surfaces. The diameter of the 
particle surface up to the "slip" plane in the electric double layer, 2a, cannot be 
measured in situ during the experiments. Therefore, the particle diameter is a fitting 
parameter found to be 1059 nm, 1073.5 nm and 1061 nm for 1 mM, 2 mM and 5 mM salt 
solutions, respectively. The calculated DL va force profiles, shown in Figure 5.2, show 
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good agreement with the experimental data, indicating that accurate force-distance 
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Figure 5.2. Experimentally measured force-distance profiles of charged particles at 
different ionic strengths: 1 mM (blue squares), 2 mM (green diamonds), and 5 mM (red 
circles). Solid lines of corresponding colors are obtained from DL VO theory (Equation 2) 
using the measured zeta potential of the particlees. Separations between surfaces are 
calculated by using the mean particle diameters (only fitting parameter), found to be 1059 
nm (1 mM), 1073.5 nm (2 mM), and 1061 nm (5 mM), from measured inter-centroid 
distances. The separation error bars are standard deviations of the averaged inter-centroid 
distances measured using 300 images under each specific magnetic field strength. 
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5.3.2. Sterle repulsion 
To prove the capability of our method to capture short-range interactions between 
colloidal particles with high resolution, I demonstrate the first direct measurement of 
force-distance profiles between particles grafted with oligonucleotides (1S, 3S, SO and 7S 
bases). Streptavidin-coated particles (Dynal M-270, Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway), with 
a diameter of3.0S ± O.l/lm and a zeta potential of -so mY, are used for the following 
experiments. Oligonucleotides are grafted onto the particle surfaces via streptavidn-biotin 
coupling 14. Surface grafting densities are measured using a fluorescent-based 
complementary strand method 15 and found to be 5.0 xl 04 , 2.8 x 104 , 8.0 x 103 ,and 
3.5 x 103 strands/ m2 for the IS, 3S, SO, and 7S-base oligonucleotide grafted particles, 
respectively. All particles are washed and centrifuged in phosphate buffer solution (PH = 
7.4) with ionic strength of 0.12 M. The inter-centriod distances between particles are first 
measured as the magnetic field strength is increased, representing chain compression, and 
then as the magetic field strength is decreased, representing chain expansion. Using 
Equation S.I, the calculated force versus distance relationships for the different 
oligonucleotide-grafted particles are plotted in Figure S.3. No hysteresis is seen in the the 
force versus distance data profiles during chain compression and expansion. Also note 
that the separation distance error bars are much smaller compared to that of the previous 
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Figure 5.3. Experimentally measured force-distance (circles for chain compression and 
squares for chain expansion) profiles of particles grafted with different oligonucleotide 
lengths: a) 50-base (purple) and 75-base (green); and b) 15 base (red), and 35 base (blue). 
Solid lines are calculated from Milner's theory of compressed polymer brushes using the 
measured oligonucleotide grafting densities. Separations between surfaces are calculated 
by subtracting mean particle diameters (only fitting parameter) from measured inter-
centroid distances. Separation error bars, given by the standard deviations of averaged 
inter-centroid distances measured for the 300 images under a specific magnetic field 
strength, are also plotted. 
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The theory describing the inter-particle interaction between two spherical particles with 
end-grafted polymers was first developed by Alexander and de Gennes 7 using scaling 
arguments and then by Milner using mean field theory 15. Both theories fit well to 
experimental data with grafted long chain polymers 16,17; however, the inter-particle 
interactions between surfaces grafted with short polymers, such as oligonucleotides with 
less than 100 bases, have not been confirmed by experiments. Milner's theory predicts a 
soft repulsive force-distance profile between two planar surfaces with uniformly grafted 
homopolymers 15,16. Detailed derivations of the potential-distance law between two flat 
walls with grafted oligonucleotides is provided elsewhere 14-16. The calculated force 
versus distance relationship, between two spherical particles, shown in Figure 5.3, can be 
derived using the Derjaguin approximation: Fs(D) = 1CREs (D) , where Fs(D) is the 
steric repulsive force between two spheres, R is the particle radius and Es(D) is the 
steric interaction energy between flat walls grafted with the identical polymer brushes. 
Excellent agreement is found between our experimental results and Milner's theory for 
particles grafted with 50 and 75-base oligonucleotides, as shown in Figure 3a. However, 
the experimental force versus distance profiles start to deviate from those predicted using 
Milner's theory for particles grafted with 15 and 35 base oligonucleotides, shown in 
Figure 5.3b. This discrepancy can be attributed to neither particle surface charge nor 
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Figure 5.4. Experimentally measured force-distance profiles of particles grafted with 
same 35-base oligonucleotides but different zeta potentials. Solid line is calculated from 
Milner's theory of polymer brushes using the measured oligonucleotide grafting 
densities. The schematic on the right is not drawn to scale. 
To investigate the effect of surface charge, I functionalized streptavidin-coated particles 
with a much lower surface charge density (zeta potential of -10m V) (Dynal M-280, 
Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway), with the same I5-base and 35-base oligonucleotides using 
the same surface grafting densities decribed previously. Force-distance profiles obtained 
from these particles overlap with their higher surface-charged particle counterparts 
(Figure 5.4). This rules out the possibility that the discrepency between the measurments 
and theory are due to either electrostatic interactions between the particle surfaces or the 
negatively-charged oligonucleotides. Furthermore, I argue that the discrepancy is likely is 
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Figure 5.5. Experimentally measured roughness of the particle surface is 9nm 
determined using SEM and image processing via MATLAB. 
due to the surface roughness of the particles since the root-mean-square roughness of 
these particles, measured to be ~9 nm using SEM (Figure 5.5), is comparable to the 
length scale of the deviations. It might also be cause by the fact that steric interactions 
between colloidal particles grafted with very short « 3 5 bases) oligonucleotides are not 
well described by Milner' s polymer brush theory, which is derived to predict interactions 
between polymer brushes in the limit of long chains. This is the first experimental data on 
force versus distance relations between colloidal particles grafted with short 
oligonucleotides. Since increasing interest in the assembly of short oligonucleotide 
grafted colloids continues to grow, further investigations are necessary to fully 
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understand the force versus distance relationship between short oligonucleotide -grafted 
surfaces. 
5.3.3. Distance resolution 
To quantify the distance resolution of this technique, I measure the maximum standard 
deviation of the inter-centroid distance between particles in linked chain. I record the 
Brownian motion of a 35-bead chain chemically linked using a 15 base-pair DNA for 30 
minutes during which 11000 frames are taken (linking procedure provided in 14). The 
inter-centroid distances between all adjacent bead-pairs in a chain are measured and 
averaged to give the averaged inter-centroid distance, shown in Figure 5.6. 
The change in the averaged inter-centroid distance due to the rigid DNA linkages 
between particles is insignificant. The standard deviation between adjacent dimers ( (j ), 
measured to be 3 ± 1 nm, represents the spatial resolution of a single particle pair 
technique 4,19. In the limit of a straight chain, the contour length of the chain has the same 
standard deviation as that of any dimers within the chain, with no dependence on bead 
number. When the chain shape roughens, or deviates from a straight line, position errors 
normal to the chain orientation become less negligible. Additionally, the standard 
deviation of the contour length becomes slightly larger with a weak dependence on the 
number of beads within the chain. The measured standard deviation of the contour length 
ofa 35-bead chain is 7.1 nm, slightly larger than the mean standard deviation for dimers, 
indicating small deviation from a straight line conformation. The standard deviation of 
averaged inter-centroid distances within the chain is that of the contour length divided by 
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the number of adjacent particle dimers (N-l), or 0.21 nm for our 35-bead chain. This 
standard deviation signifies the distance resolution of our technique. 
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Figure 5.6. Probability distributions of inter-centroid distances for chemically linked 
particles measured using a particle dimer and an entire 35-particle chain. The standard 
deviation for the dimer distribution measured using a dimer (shown between the 11 th and 
12th particles) is 3.6 nm. The standard deviation using averaged inter-centroid distances 
among all particles within the linked chain (35 beads) is 0.21nm. Solid lines are Gaussian 
fits to the histograms. 
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5.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter I have demonstrated the feasibility of using video microscopy of directed 
magnetic particle assembly to measure force versus distance relationships between coated 
surfaces. This technique has a distance resolution of ~0.21 nm when using a 35-bead 
chain. It is shown that it is possible to measure the forces between particles with great 
precision. This technique also allows researchers to measure short-range steric 
interactions between polymer brushes with reasonable accuracy. With ease of 
manipulation and excellent distance resolution, this technique allows measurements of a 
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Visualizing phase transitions of 2-D colloidal 
systems using paramagnetic particles with 
tunable potentials 
In this chapter, I present a novel to study coexistence and phase transition behavior of a 
2-D colloidal system with an effective potential that can be easily tuned. The system 
consists of charged paramagnetic colloidal particles in which a long-range attractive part 
of the pair potential is induced using a high frequency magnetic field, while the short-
range repulsive part of the pair potential is controlled by electrostatic interactions 
between the spheres. The exciting feature of this technique this that the attractive 
potential can be controlled by adjusting the frequency and strength of the magnetic field. 
In this chapter, I measure the equilibrium phase properties by calculating the radial 
distribution function and the bond-orientation correlation function, phase transition 
dynamics, as well as phase separation. These studies allow me to construct a phase 
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diagram that capture the 2-D structuring of the system. In addition, Brownian Dynamics 
(BD) and Monte Carlo simulations are performed to compare with experimental results. 
6.1. Introduction to two-dimensional colloidal system phase behavior 
6.1.1. Colloids as model systems to provide "atomic" resolution 
Micron-scale colloids provide an important platform for investigating statistical physics l , 
2 of atomic systems for the following reasons. First, the sizes of the colloids are small 
enough so that thermal energy, kBT, drives their dynamics; that is why colloids display 
intriguing transitions between gas, liquid, solid and liquid crystalline phases that exist in 
nature (Figure 6.1). Second, micron-sized colloids are large enough to interact with 
electromagnetic waves in the visible region so that their instantaneous locations can be 
tracked precisely on a single-object level, even in bulk samples. Third, their interactions 
can be precisely manipulated by surface functionalization3,4, solvent type, and external 
fields4, 5. For these reasons, colloidal particles can mimic both equilibrium and dynamic 
behavior of atomic systems, providing an ideal model experimental system to study 





Figure 6.1. (Images adapted from reference 1) Top, Premelting of the colloidal crystal at 
a grain boundary. Left image, color indicates mean-square-displacement magnitude. 
Right image, showing the width of a premelting region. Bottom, a wide range of phase 
diagrams occurs naturally. a) For a purely hard-sphere system the phase diagram shows 
only fluid (F) and crystalline (C) phases. b) Atomic systems are often modeled by hard 
spheres with long-range attractions. This leads to equilibrium between gas (G), liquid (L) 
and crystal phases. c) In cases where the attraction is short-range, as in protein systems, 
equilibrium between gas and crystalline is found, but the liquid-liquid transition becomes 
metastable. 
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The virtuosity of colloidal model systems also lies in the range of dimensionalities that 
are experimentally feasible. With the help of confocal microscopy, colloids can be 
imaged in real-time in three dimensions6• They can also be confined in two dimensions 
by means of trapping at oil/water or air/water interfaces 7• And confinement to one 
dimension has been realized by micron-scale channels8 made using soft lithograph 
technology. The system developed in this chapter has the advantage of straightforward 
setup and easy manipulation compared with other two dimensional systems. 
6.1.2. Melting in two dimensions 
It is known for almost half a century that the density-density correlation function in a 
two-dimensional crystal decays algebraically to zero with distance3, 9. This is in stark 
contrast to the 3D case where a finite value is attained. Kosterlitz and Thouiesslo pointed 
out that the nature of the melting transition in 2D is different from 3D and suggested that 
crystal melting was a continuous transition mediated by the dissociation of dislocation 
pairs. Later it was shown that the resulting phase is not an isotropic liquid, but a hexatic 
phase, characterized by two order parameters: a short-range positional and a quasi-Iong-
range orientational (sixfold) order3, 4, 11. A second transition induced by the formation of 
dislocations is necessary to drive the system from the so-called hexatic phase into the 
isotropic 'liquid phase 1 1, 12. This two-stage melting scenario is referred to as the 
Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young theory (KTHNY). This theory predicts the 
temperature where the system becomes unstable and topological defects (dislocations or 
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disclinations) are formed. It predicts that in two dimensions, a hexatic phase exists 
between the solid and liquid phases, different from a simple first order transition from 
solid to liquid, as is typical in three-dimensional systems3, 4. Several computer 
simulations and experiments have been performed3, 13, leading to inconsistent results. So 
far it seems that the melting scenario in 2D is not universal but depends on the specific 
properties of the systemsI4 •• 
Despite the many simulation and experimental observations, the existence of the hexatic 
phase between solid and liquid phases, as well as its dependence on the types of pair 
interactions between particles continues to remain uncle~' 4, 7,15,16. There have been 
very limited experimental studies of the melting transition in two dimensions. Of these 
studies very few validate the KTHNY theory. Zahn and colleagues9 have studied the 
equilibrium and dynamics of paramagnetic particles trapped at the air-water interface. By 
modulating the electric field which controls the particle interaction, they found a first-
order transition from a fluid to a solid-like phase. A group led by Rice17 have studied the 
melting process of colloidal particles confined between parallel plates (quasi-2D system), 
and found that poly(methylmethacrylate) particles undergo a melting process that is in 
agreement with the KTHNY theory, while silica particles simply undergo a solid-fluid 
transition. Lin and Chen18 found a melting transition in agreement with a KTHNY 
scenario for charged polystyrene particles adsorbed at the decane-water interface. All 
these results suggest that the melting mechanism in a 2-D environment is highly 
dependent on the interaction potential between particles 7• 
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In this chapter, I present a novel two-dimensional experimental colloidal system to study 
phase behavior and dynamics. This system consists of an aqueous suspension of charged 
paramagnetic colloidal particles that are confined near a subtrate by gravity. The long-
range attractive part of the pair potential between particle pairs is induced by a tunable 
high frequency magnetic field. The short-range repulsive part of the pair potential is a 
result of electrostatic interactions. First, I calibrate the system to validate inter-particle 
pair potentials. Then, I measure the phase transition properties and compare my 
experimental results with Monte Carlo and BD simulations. 
6.2. Theory 
6.2.1. Pair potential in DC magnetic field 
In the presence of a DC magnetic field, the pair potential between a pair of charged 
paramagnetic spheres consists of two parts: i) short range electrostatic repulsion can be 
determined from DL VO theory: 
(6.1) 
where kb is Boltmann's constant, T is temperature, R is the radius of the spheres, P"'is 
the number density of ions in the bulk solution, K is the reciprocal of Debye length, 
r = tanh ( zelf/o/4kBT) is the reduced potential, where 'I/o is surface potential, and D is the 
distance between the surfaces; and ii) the long range magnetic attraction 
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(6.2) 
where 110 is permeability of vacuum, X is volumetric magnetic susceptibility of a sphere, 
Ho is magnetic flux intensity, a is the angle between the magnetic field direction and the 
direction of the vector that connects the centers of the two spheres, and r is the distance 
between the two centers. 
m· J 
Figure 6.2. Skematic illustation of the definition of geometrical variables in this section. 
The total pair potential in a DC magnetic field between two spheres of distance r in the 
direction of r is repulsion 
(6.3) 
with a torque in the direction perpendicular to r as 
r~g ~ 1.202·4/9· 7rl1oX 2 H~ R6 . sin 2a . r-3 (6.4) 
that would eventually drive the pair to align in the direction of the external field. 
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6.2.2. Pair potential in rotational magnetic field 
In the presence of a rotational magnetic field at high frequency, the time average of 
magnetic torque vanishes. First of all, the integration of Equation 6.4 with respect to a 
from 0 to 27r is zero. Secondly, the relaxation time for the magnetic torque is longer than 
hydrodynamic relaxation time at high frequencies. Similarly, integrating the DC magnetic 
potential with respect to a results in the time average (or effective) magnetic potential in 
a rotational field attraction: 
(6.5) 
It is obvious from Equation 6.5 that the effective magnetic potential at high frequencies is 
not a function of a ; in other words, the magnetic potential U:!~ acts as an effective 
potential between particles in the direction of the connector vector. This means that the 
magnetic attraction has effectively the same nature as any other type of naturally incurred 
attractions (e.g. van der Waals or depletion attraction) in terms of directionality. 
Therefore, the total pair potential between paramagnetic colloidal spheres induced by 
rotational magnetic field 
is a good model potential for two-dimensional phase behavior studies. 
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6.2.3. Frequency effect 
A natural question to be raised at this point is "how high a frequency is high enough for 
the resulting pair potential to be considered effectively constant?" The idea is to 
determine a frequency threshold above which there is no effective magnetic torque and 
the center-to-center distance fluctuation between particles equals that of a particle pair 
under a static field. This frequency threshold can be determined by monitoring the motion 
of a particle pair under rotational magnetic field experimentally or by using a Brownian 
dynamics (BD) simulation. Here we present the results obtained by performing a BD 
simulation for a particle pair under a rotational magnetic field with a magnitude ofO.8mT 
at a variety of frequencies. It is determined from Figure 6.3 that the frequency threshold 
is 50Hz. Experimental data for the rotational diffusion at this frequency and above also 
confirms that the effective magnetic torque of the particle pair is negligible (data not 
shown). As a result, I use a 50Hz magnetic field in the experiments and simulations 
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Figure 6.3. Frequency dependence of the particle pair center-to-center distance at a field 
magnitude ofO.8mT. 
6.3. Methods and materials 
6.3.1. Experimental magnetic and imaging system setup 
The experimental magnetic coil system is setup in such a way to provide a uniform 
rotational magnetic field to the sample. Two pairs of air-core solenoids are placed 
perpendicular to each other (Figure 6.4) with each generating orthogonal magnetic field. 
A multifrequency power supply (Agilent N6784A) is programmed to provide sinusoidal 
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currents through the coils to create a magnetic field in the x-direction Hx = Ho sin ( OJ!) , 
and in the y-direction H y = Ho sin ( OJ! + 1r /2). This results in a homogeneous magnetic 
field that rotates in the horizontal plane. The instantaneous direction of the field is 
monitored using a digital oscilloscope embedded in the power supply mainframe (Agilent 
N6705A). A 100x / 1.2 N.A. oil immersion objective is mounted at the center of the two 
pairs of solenoids, beneath the sample holder. A dichroic mirror in the light path and a 
CCD camera (Hamamatsu) are used to capture the images. We monitor and record the 
colloid dynamics at a rate of 10 frames/sec using Simple PCI software. The images are 
processed using MATLAB (refer to Chapter 3 for details regarding image processing) 
where the x and y coordinates of spheres, density and structure of the system, and the 
radial distribution functions could be obtained. 
Figure 6.4. Experimental magnetic solenoids and imaging system demostration. 
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6.3.2. Sample preparation 
The particles used in this study are carboxyl-coated paramagnetic polystyrene M-270 
Dynabeads (Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway). The mean particle diameter of the particles is 
3.02 ± 0.08 flm, confirmed by dynamic light scattering and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) measurements. The magnetic susceptibility of the particles varies from 0.84 to 
0.29 in the field range of 0.1 mT to 50 mT, as provided by the manufacturer. The 
particles are taken from a stock solution, washed and sonicated in 1 mM sodium chloride 
solution, and diluted to a variety of final particle concentrations from O.Olwt% to 1wt%. 
The zeta potential of the particles is measured to be -50.0 mV in 1 mM salt solution. The 
particles are injected in a flow cell consisting oftwo glass coverslips sandwiched together 
with double-stick tape. The coverslips are washed in a solution of sulfuric acid and 
hydrogen peroxide (7:3 v/v) prior to experiments to prevent the particles from sticking to 
the glass surface. The cell is then sealed with epoxy to prevent evaporation of the 
solution. The seal is stable for over a month. The cell is then placed on the sample holder 
at the center of the solenoids. Five minutes is allowed for all the spheres to sediment to 
the bottom of the flow cell and reach equilibrium before any experimental operations or 
observations are made. 
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6.3.3. Experimental methods 
6.3.3.1. Pair potential calibration 
To better understand the interactions between these paramagnetic colloidal spheres, the 
pair potential profiles at different magnetic field strengths, Ho (0.31mT, 0.46mT, 
0.62mT and 0.78mT), is used to calibrate the systems. First, a very dilute (O.OOlwt %) 
particle suspension is prepared and loaded into the flow cell and placed under the sample 
holder as described in Chapter 3. Then, a rotational magn~tic field is applied and an 
isolated pair of spheres is located. To capture the phase behavior, ~ 1 000 frames of 
images are recorded at a speed of lframe/sec. The images are subsequently analyzed in 
MA TLAB to provide the inter-particle distance r and the pair potential data is computed 
by inverting the Boltzmann distribution: 19 
(6.7) 
where the largest of r is set to be rre! and the corresponding reference potential U (rre! ) 
is set to be zero. From Equation 6.7, the pair potential U(r) at a given magnetic field 
strength is determined experimentally and compared with theoretical calculations in 
section 6.4.1. 
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6.3.3.2. Experimental Measurements Used to Construct a Phase diagram 
To determine the experiemental data points in the phase diagram, I measure the densities 
of different phases and their radial distribution function(RDF) and bond-orientation 
correlation function (BOCF) at equilibrium. For each experiment, I allow at least 8 hours 
before equilibrium is considered reached, the criteria of which is that the phase separation 
is on macroscopic scale (O(lmm)) and that the densities within each phase are uniform. 
Once each system is considered to be in equilibrium, I record the ~ 100 images of each 
phase. The images are subsequently processed in MA TLAB (codes are provided in 
Appendix E) to analyze their structures using RDF and BOCF and determine their 
densities and state. 
The expression to compute the RDF is given as 
A g(r) =-LLo(r-lj) 
7!rN i i*j 
(6.8) 
with N being the total number of particles within the image, A is the total area counted in 
the image and oCr -ljj) is the Dirac delta function. The BOCF is computed using 
(6.9) 
with the bond-orientation parameter 1f/6(r) computed as 
(6.10) 
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where Bj(r;) is the angle between an arbitrary (fixed) axis and the line connecting 
particle i with its /h neighbor; two particles are neighbors if they share a V oronoi cell 
edge2• In the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-N elson-Young (KTHNY) theory, g6( r) 
approaches a constant in crystal (long-ranged order), decays algebraically in hexatic 
phase (quasi-long-ranged order), and decays exponentially in liquid phase (short-ranged 
orderi,4,15. 
6.3.4. Simulation methods 
6.3.4.1. Brownian Dynamics simulation 
A Brownian dyanmics (BD) simulation is used to simulate the motion of an ensemble of 
spheres in 2-D is based on the algorithm described in detail in Chapter 3. The main 
difference is the addition of a magnetic dipole-dipole force between particle pairs and the 
absence of metric, bending and constraint forces used to describe particles within a chain. 
Thus, the equation of motion changes into 
(6.11) 
where for the ith bead, m; is the mass of the ith bead (the left-hand-side inertia term is 
negligible compared with right-hand-side terms in the case of low Reynolds number), r; 
is the position, F;hydro ,is the hydrodynamic drag force, F;Brown , is the stochastic Brownian 
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force, F;mag , is the magnetic dipole-dipole force that is dependent on time, magnetic field 
strength and frequency, and Fie1e , is the electrostatic force between beads. 
In these BD simulations, time steps are from O.OOlms to O.lms, and the initial particle 
positions are manually assigned to be within vicinity of each other. (MA TLAB code of 
the main program and subroutines are provided in Appendix C) 
6.3.4.2. Monte Carlo simulation 
To roughly determine phase coexistence curves in this two-dimensional system, I use 
Metroplis Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of256 spheres in NVT ensemble (FORTRAN 
codes provided in Apendix D). In this MC simulation, the spheres start from a FCC 
lattice and 10.5 million steps are allowed for system to reach equilibrium before any 
statistics are calculated. Periodic boundary conditions are used to mimic bulk behavior 
and pair potentials are used from Equation 6.6. After the system reaches equilibrium, we 
collect position information of the spheres at 1 DO-step intervals to compute the radial 
distribution function and average over 0.5 million steps to get the statistics. Chemical 
potential is computed using Widom particle insertion method2o and pressure from virial 
expansion using radial distribution function 
P = pkBT - p2 /3 r rg(r)U '(r)· 27rrdr (6.12) 
with p being the number density (coverage) of spheres scaled with diameter squared. For 
each simulation, a density and potential well depth are assigned, and the chemical 
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potential and pressure are computed if the equilibrium phase is homogenous. However, if 
there is phase separation, the system is inhomogeneous and thermodynamic properties 
cannot be computed. Thus, densities of each phase are computed and two points on two 
phase-coexistence curves are located. 
Since this simulation involves phase separation in a micro-system where 
interfacial tension effects are not included, the phase diagram constructed using this MC 
simulation can only be seen as a guide to the true theoretical phase diagram. Better ways 
to simulate gas-liquid coexistence would be to use a Gibbs ensemble method and there 
are numerous advanced techniques to simulate liquid-solid coexistence (discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7). 
6.4. Results and discussions 
6.4.1. Pair potential calibration 
The pair potentials of magnetic particles under rotational magnetic field are quantified by 
observing the inter-particle distance change in the particle pair using the inverse 
Boltzmann distribution (Equation 6.7). Ideally, one needs to allow infinite long time for 
the particle pair to sample all possible inter-particle distances. In real experiments, it is 
difficult to do so because 1) for weak -attraction pairs (potential on the order of kB T), they 
are usually trapped in the potential well for a very short period of time before parting 
each other; and 2)for strong-attraction pairs (potential close to or larger than 10 kB T), 
they usually spend too much time in the potential well making it difficult to fully capture 
the shape of the rest of the pair potential curve. In this section, I experimentally measure 
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pair potentials at two different magnetic field strengths, corresponding to a theoretical 
pair potential well depth of 2.7 and 5 kB T. These moderate attraction potentials allow the 
particle pair to spend enough time in the potential well to get good statistics and sample 
enough inter-particle distances to provide a complete pair potential profile. 
It is obvious from the inter-particle distance histograms in Figure 6.5 a and c that the 
particle pairs spend more time closer together than farther apart. This time increases as 
the potential well depth is deeper (Figure 6.5c). After the inverse of the Boltzmann 
distribution (Equation 6.7), the histograms are converted to pair potentials and compared 
with theoretical profiles computed using the corresponding magnetic field strengths. The 
experimental pair potential profiles match reasonably well with theoretical profiles 
(Figure 6.5b and d). The roughness in the experimental data is attributed to the relatively 
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Figure 6.5. Experimental pair potential calibrations. a and c are inter-particle distance 
histograms of a particle pair (~ 1 000 frames) ; band d are pair potential obtained from a 
and c, respectively, by inversion of Boltzmann distribution using Equation 6.7. Magnetic 
field frequency is 50Hz and field strengths are 0.31mT for a,b and 0.47mT for c,d. 
6.4.2. Radial distribution function 
One of the most important properties of a thermodynamic equilibrium system is its radial 
distribution function g(r). Important thermodynamic quantities such as pressure and virial 
coefficient can be computed using g(r), which also lead to constructing the equation of 
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state of the system. The 2D colloidal system is ideal to provide g(r) information for the 
images taken at any regoin of interest (Matlab code provided in Appendix E). The radial 
distribution functions of representative phases are shown in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6. Experimental radial distribution functions (RDF) of different phases. a) Gas; 
b) Liquid; c) Hexatic; d) Solid. The g(r) values are averaged over data from 10~100 
image frames. Insets are snapshots of small regions of the real images analyzed. 
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For a dilute gas phase (Figure 6.6a inset), the g(r) increases from zero to unity at around 
one sphere diameter and remains near unity for larger distances. The isotropic nature of 
equilibrium particle locations indicate a dilute gas phase. For a liquid phase (Figure 6.6b 
inset), the g(r) has damped periodic profile as predicted by theory. For hexatic phase 
(Figure 6.6c inset), the equilibrium structure has both crystal grains and liquid-like 
regions, thus the g(r) has a combined feature of a liquid-like wavy shape as well as 
crystal-like spikes at certain distances. For a crystal solid phase (Figure 6.6d inset), the 
g(r) has spikes at certain distances but vanishes elsewhere, indicating the high regularity 
of the lattice arrangement. 
6.4.3. Bond-orientation correlation function 
According to the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young (KTHNY) theory, the 
bond-orientation correlation function g6(r) approaches a constant for crystals (long-range 
order), decays algebraically for hexatic phases (quasi-long-range order), and decays 
exponentially for liquids (short-range order). The g6(r) can be accurately measured in my 
colloidal system and the above argument can serve as criteria for determining the state of 
a phase. 
From the experimental images of different equilibrium phases, the computation of g6(r) 
can be performed (Section 6.3.3.2) on three representative images. A black solid line in 
Figure 6.7 corresponds to the inset image of Figure 6.6d; a red solid line corresponds to 
the inset image of Figure 6.6c; and a green solid line corresponds to the inset image of 
Figure 6.6b. The regularity of particle arrangement in the Figure 6.6d inset is obvious to 
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the eye and it is also confirmed by g6(r) measurements where its value approaches a 
constant 0.85. It can also be seen in the Figure 6.6c inset that the existence of crystal 
grains amid less regularly aligned spheres, indicating a hexatic phase. This is again 
confirmed by the algebraical decay in g6(r) value with a power-law factor of -114. The 
match between the g6(r) of liquid phase profile to an exponential decay is not as good as 
the other two phases. This might be caused by either a lack of sufficient images to give 
average values of g6(r) since only one image is analyzed to give the the green curve; or it 
may be that the distance range of g6(r) measured is not long enough for the trend to be 
clear. 
The experimental results (Figure 6.7, red lines) clearly show the existence ofhexatic 
phase in the system. In addition, the difference in the slope of g6(r) profiles can serve as 
criterion for determining wether a phase is liquid or solid or hexatic, which is important 
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Figure 6.7. Experimental bond-orientation correlation functions (BOCF) of different 
phases. The black solid line represents the cystalline or solid phase where the g6(r) value 
approaches a constant close to unity. The red solid line is the hexatic phase where the 
g6(r) value decays algebraically with the power-law factor of -114, matching with 
KTHNY scenario. The green solid line is liquid where g6(r) values are small in 
magnitude and decays exponentially. All the dashed lines are trend lines to guide the eye. 
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6.4.4. Phase diagram 
To quantity the equilibrium phase behavior of the 2D system at different conditions, I 
have constructed an experimental phase diagram which is then compared with results 
from Monte Carlo simulations. In each experiment, I fix the 2D particle density and 
magnetic field strength (pair potential well depth) and allow the system to equilibrate. 
When it equilibrates, I measure the density of each bulk phase and use the g6(r) profile to 
determine the state of the phase. So each experiment provides one density in one-phase 
region, two densities in the three two-phase regions, and three densities at the triple point 
(Figure 6.8 the sharp peak on the blue line). 
Experimentally, the gas-solid, gas-liquid, solid-liquid coexistence at equilibrium have 
been observed but I have not observed the three phase coexistence. Experiments under 
the same conditions have been carried out several times and have shown reproducible 
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Figure 6.8. Computational phase diagram of the 2D system and experimental data. Blue 
and green curves are gas-liquid and liquid-solid coexistence curves computed using 
Monte Carlo simulation described in Section 6.3.4.2. Experimental data include gas, 
liquid and solid densities at equilibrium at different pair potential well depths and the 
horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainties in density measurement. 
The agreement between the experimental data and the Monte Carlo simulation curves are 
good for the gas and solid phases while the liquid densities deviate substantially from the 
simulation results. This may be due to the fact that the NVT ensemble Monte Carlo 
simulation used in obtaining this phase coexistence curve is unrealistic since the small 
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system phase separates in the simulation box, creating interfaces, making the computed 
results erroneous. Another possible reason is that the pair-wise additivity assumption in 
the MC simulation may break down when the system increases its density (this 
assumption is only strictly valid at the dilute gas extreme). Both causes should be 
carefully examed and I expect interesting discoveries in the course of investigating the 
mismatch of the experimental data and the simulation results in the phase diagram. 
6.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter I have demonstrated the feasibility of using magnetic colloidal spheres and 
a rotational magnetic field to create a system with tunnable pair potentials to study phase 
transitions in two dimensions. Important statistical mechanics quantities such as radial 
correlation function and bond-orientation correlation function are conveniently obtained 
via image processing and computation. A phase diagram is mapped out experimentally 
and compared with Monte Carlo simulation results. I believe this system provides an 
ideal platform to study phase behavior, dynamics and melting in two dimensions. 
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Chapter 7 
Proposed future work 
In this chapter I propose both theoretical and experimental work that will further our 
insights into fundamental colloidal dynamics and applications of magnetic colloidal 
particle assemblies. First, I propose to use the repulsive force probe technique described 
in chapter 5 to capture amyloid fibril growth dynamics. Then, I propose to perform more 
detailed Monte Carlo simulations to completely capture the phase diagram of the two-
dimensional magnetic sphere system under an AC field. I also propose to experimentally 
research the longstanding question of occurrence of hexatic phase in 2D melting. Lastly, I 
propose to use DNA-linked magnetic chains in patterned microfluidic devices to study 
diffusion of polymers in confined geometry. Subsequently, I propose to engineer the 
magnetic particle chains with uniform length by synthesizing them in emulsions. Finally, 
the magnetic particle chains are proposed to be used as microrheometers to probe 
viscoelastic properties of complex fluids. 
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7.1. Repulsive force probe to understand amyloid fibril growth and 
aggregation 
In nature, a range of polypeptide sequences can adopt an alternative highly organized 
state commonly known as an amyloid fibriI 1,2. These elongated aggregates are highly 
anisotropic, composed of a number of intertwining protofilaments, and possess an 
ensemble of common chemical and structural properties. These structures can result from 
aberrations in the normal protein folding process and are hence involved in a range of 
human disorders, including Alzheimer's disease and late onset diabetes2,3. In the Chapter 
5, I have demonstrated a technique to measure repulsive forces between colloidal 
surfaces. In this section, I propose that this technique can be used to study the growth 
dynamics of amyloid fibrils with the advantage of simultaneously capturing an ensemble 
of individual fibrils growth rate, and relating the stalling forces, which are the 
counteracting forces required to stop the growth of a fibril, to their growth kinetics. This 
technique may help uncover unknown amyloid fibril growth kinetics at its early 
oligomers stage, where length scales between 1 O~ 200 nm are common. 
The proposed experimental scheme (Figure 7.1) is as follows. First, the streptavidin-
coated non-fluorescent magnetic particles are conjugated with biotin Af3-40 monomers. 
Then, they are mixed with fluorescent magnetic particles of the same size without surface 
functionalization at 1: 1 ratio. Additional Af3-40 monomers are subsequently added to the 
binary dispersion. Finally, the sample is injected immediately into a flow cell and placed 
under uniform magnetic field to be imaged. 
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Figure 7.1. Schematic of the experimental system described in this section. Blue spheres 
represent fluorescent magnetic particles without any surface functionalization. Dark 
spheres represent A~-40 coated magnetic particles. Red cylinders represent A~-40 
monomers. The size ratio of A~-40 monomer to magnetic particle is not to scale. 
Preliminary results of a single chain indicates an average linear growth for lengths less 
than 70 nm followed by a stalling force of 1 pico-Newton(Figure 7.2). However, length 
increments at individual particle pair level are less regular. Future investigations are 
needed to better understand the role played by monomer concentration and the stalling 


























Figure 7.2. A~-40 growth kinetics data from a single chain experiment. The data (blue 
circles) are averaged increments over all the fluorescent/non-fluorescent particle pairs; 
upper inset, bright field image of the particle chain under uniform magnetic field; lower 
inset, fluorescent image of the same chain. 
7.2. Monte Carlo simulation 
In chapter 6, I have proposed colloidal model system to study two-dimensional phase 
behavior. There is wide spectrum of phenomena that this system is an ideal candidate to 
study. In this section, I propose computational and experimental investigations to probe 
the two-dimensional phase behavior. 
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7.2.1. Monte Carlo simulation 
In chapter 6, Monte Carlo in NVT ensemble is correct when the system does not phase 
separate within the simulation box. Once it does, interfaces form causing the simulation 
to become inaccurate. In this section, I propose two other Monte Carlo simulation 
schemes to simulate the system more accurately. 
7.2.1.1. Grand-canonical ensemble for gas-liquid transition 
At phase coexistence temperature and density, there are usually interfaces between two 
phases whose properties are different from those in bulk. To better capture gas-liquid 
equilibrium structure without introducing any interface, I propose the grand-canonical 
ensemble Monte Carlo simulation method4 (or Il VT ensemble). In this ensemble, the 
temperature, volume, and chemical potential are fixed. Two simulation boxes in which 
one is gas phase and the other liquid phase are allowed to fluctuate in number of particles 
till equilibrium is reached between two boxes. The simulation technique is quite easy to 
implement and a pseudo-algorithm can be found in reference 4. 
7.2.1.2. NPT ensemble for solid-liquid transition 
To better capture solid-liquid equilibrium structure without introducing any interface, I 
propose the isobaric-isothermal ensemble Monte Carlo simulation method4 (or NPT 
ensemble). It is conveniently used in the vicinity of a first-order phase transition because 
at constant pressure, the system is free to transform completely into the state of lowest 
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Gibbs free energy, whereas in a NVT ensemble the system may be kept at a density 
where it would like to phase separate into two bulk phases of different densities but is 
prevented from doing so by finite-size effects. 
In each NPT ensemble simulation, a temperature is assigned and an equilibrium density is 
obtained at the end. By plotting the system density vs. temperature plot after a number of 
simulations, transitioning temperature and densities can be obtained and two data points 
on the solid-liquid coexistence curve are obtained. This process can be repeated for 
different pair interaction potentials and would allow the computation of a more complete 
solid-liquid coexistence curve. 
7.2.2. Melting in two dimensions 
As discussed in Chapter 6, despite the many simulation and experimental observations, 
the existence of hexatic phase between solid and liquid phase regions, as well as its 
dependence on types of pair interactions remains an open question to dateS-9• There have 
been very limited experimental studies of the melting transition in two dimensions, and 
only validate the KTHNY theory for some systems. Zahn and colleagues lO have studied 
the equilibrium and dynamics of paramagnetic particles trapped at the air-water interface. 
By modulating the electric field (the interaction), they found a first-order transition from 
a fluid to a solid-like phase. A group led by Rice ll have studied the melting process of 
poly(methylmethacrylate) and silica particles confined between two walls (quasi-2D 
systems) and found that in the first system the melting process is in agreement with the 
KTHNY theory, while in the second it is a first-order solid-fluid transition. Lin and 
Chen12 found a melting transition in agreement with a KTHNY scenario for charged 
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polystyrene particles adsorbed at the decane-water interface. All these results suggest that 
the melting mechanism seems to depend on the interaction potential between particles 
trapped in the 2D or quasi-2D environment9. 
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Figure 7.3. (Images adapted from reference 6) From left to right, examples of images, 
FFT images, structure factor S(q*), radial distribution function g(r), and the bond 
orientational correlation function g6(r) corresponding to charged polystyrene particles 
adsorbed at the octane-water interface. 
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The two-dimensional model system described in Chapter 6 provides an ideal platform to 
test the validity of KTHNY theory due to its easily controllable pair potential and the ease 
to precisely capture instantaneous information of a large region of the system. I propose 
that a systematic study of the solid-liquid phase transition will determine the existence of 
the hexatic phase and its dependence on pair potential. More specifically, at a given 
magnetic field strength (attraction potential depth), samples of magnetic colloidal spheres 
at a spectrum of densities (surface coverage) from 0.05 to 0.8 can be prepared and 
allowed sufficient time to reach equilibrium. Then images of different bulk phases can be 
taken to compute structure factor S(q*), radial distribution function g(r), and the bond 
orientational correlation function g6(r) as shown in Figure 7.3. From the positional and 
orientational correlations, crystalline and hexatic phases can be identified and a detailed 
phase diagram including hexatic phase region(s) can be constructed. The results can be 
further compared with existing experimental results to analyze the effect of pair potential 
on the onset of hexatic phase in two-dimensional melting phenomena. 
7.3. Rod diffusion in confined geometry 
The diffusion of filaments in a crowded environment is highly constrained and 
anisotropic; it underlies the behavior of such disparate systems as polymer materials, 
nanocomposites, and the cell cytoskeleton 13. Despite decades of theoretical study, the 
fundamental diffusion dynamics of such systems remains a mystery14. Due to the 
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nanoscale sizes, the diffusion dynamics of polymer are difficult to be resolved at the 
single-molecule scale; thus they are often studied by observing their colloidal 




Figure 7.4. (Adapted from reference 11) (x, y) center-of-mass trajectories of a SWNT 
reptating in 1.5 w/w % agarose gel and representative NIR images of the SWNT, 
illustrating the effect of ~exibility on reorientation of SWNT in different pores (scale bar, 
5 rnrn). (Inset) Schematic of a stiff filament in a fixed network: L is the length of the 
filament, I is the deflection length, and x is the pore size of the network. 
Though filaments such as microtubules, actin filaments, and carbon nanotubes have been 
demonstrated to be good candidates for crowed polymer dynamics studies, they suffer 
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from difficulties in imaging, virtuosity of rigidity range and desired length control. I 
believe my system of DNA-linked magnetic particle chains, with their wide range of 
controlled bending rigidity, ease of precise imaging and length control, coupled with the 
well-designed micro fluidic patterns, could be used to study diffusion dynamics of 
filaments with finite rigidity in confined geometries. 
7.4. Using emulsions to synthesize uniform length chains 
In Chapter 2 and 3, I have discussed the assembly of chain structure using magnetic 
particles in batches in a flow cell. The length distribution depends on the initial particle 
concentration, applied magnetic field strength, and synthesis time. For many 
applications16,18 (e.g. uniform mixing, supplying chains as models to study diffusion, etc.) 
uniform chain length distribution is desired. Thus it is valid to investigate an efficient 
assembly method to engineer a uniform length distribution of these chains. 
In this section, I propose a technique using emulsions within flow-focusing micro fluidic 
device to synthesize uniform length chains. The idea is demonstrated in the following 







Figure 7.5. Schematic illustration of the technique of using emulsions within flow-
focusing microfluidic device to synthesize uniform length chains. 
7.4.1. Idea of encapsulation 
In this proposed technique, surface-functionalized magnetic particles and linkers are pre-
mixed with W /0 emulsifier in aqueous phase. This aqueous dispersion is flown through a 
micro fluidic flow-focusing cross section to be uniformly divided15 into droplets dispersed 
in oil continuous phase. This W /0 emulsion is collected in a beaker and an uniform 
magnetic field is applied to make the particles in each water droplet to form chains 
(Figure 7.5). Since the droplets are of the same size and each droplet has similar number 
of magnetic particles, the resulting chains have similar length. After the chains are made, 
emulsion breaker molecules are added to the beaker to make the water droplets coalesce 
into a continuous aqueous phase where the chains are finally collected. 
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Figure 7.6. The proposed synthesis procedures done in bulk. The aqueous phase 
has a volume of O.5mL, particle concentration O.5wt%, emulsifier Aerosol OT 
concentration (lmg/g); the oil phase is dodecane. The water droplets with magnetic 
particles are found in the upper oil-continuous phase. The right-hand-side image is a 
sample taken out of the upper phase and loaded onto a glass slide. 
7.4.2. Microfluidics to control emulsion size 
The key to the success of achieving uniform chain length distribution is the creation of 
uniform water droplets. This is relies on the microfluidic flow-focusing technique. The 
preliminary device designed (Figure 7.7) is a cross-sectional junction with equal channel 
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Figure 7.7. The microfluidic flow focusing device design. Inset, uniform water droplets 
generated in oil continuous phase. 
7.5. DNA-linked chain as microrheometer 
Microrheology is a field that offers the possibility to probe the rheological properties of 
liquids on a much smaller scale than conventional rheometers20,21. Microrheology offers 
the advantage of studying samples that are much smaller than are necessary in traditional 
rheology (microliters as opposed to milliliters). This offers a significant edge in 
biological fields where large samples cannot be prepared (as is the case when high-
throughput analysis is desired). Active microrheology, as compared with its passive 
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counterpart, relies on the manipulation of probes using external forces. Magnetic particles 
and more recently chains of magnetic particles22,23 are frequently used in active 
microrheology due to the ease with which they can be manipulated using a magnetic 
field. The rotation of single magnetic particles has been utilized by Besseris and Yeates to 
study Newtonian fluids as well as to characterize the viscoelastic properties ofmucus24• 
Wilhelm et aI. demonstrated the ability to use chains of unlinked magnetic particles to 
probe the properties of a micellar Maxwell solution25, colloidal suspensions26, and the 
interior of a cell. 
In this section, I propose to study the use of linked chains of magnetic particles to probe 
the rheological properties of both viscous liquid and viscoelastic liquid. The proposed 
experimental procedure is, first, disperse linked chains into the liquid to be measured at a 
very dilute concentration; then, inject the dispersion into a glass flow cell and place the 
cell onto a microscope stage where the 4 solenoids are centered (same as the setup in 
Chapter 6); finally, magnetic field is applied and the motion of a selected chain is 
recorded and analyzed to give rheological properties ofthe sample fluid. With this 
technique, the volume required for a measurement is as low as 20IlL. 
7.5.1. Viscous fluids 
I utilize the models discussed in Wilhelm et a1.25 as well as Biswal and Gast27 to describe 
the system. In a dilute suspension (no chain-chain interaction) of chains in a viscous 
fluid, when a chain is rotating synchronously with external rotational magnetic field 
(constant frequency) at steady state, the magnetic torque and the viscous torque balance 
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each other, allowing us to equate the two formula and rearrange to obtain the viscosity of 
the fluid. 
J.ioX 2H g (In(N/ 2) + b / N)sin(2a) 
7] = 32NOJ (7.1) 
For a given chain of length N , rotating synchronously at a frequency of OJ in a viscous 
fluid, once the phase lag angle a (Figure 7.8) is measured, the viscosity 1] is determined 
from Equation 7.1. In fact, in the synchronous rotation case, the steady state phase lag 
angle at each rotational frequency gives an independent measurement of viscosity and 
thus 1](OJ) can be obtained. 
H 
Figure 7.8. Schematic illustrating the geometry of a magnetic particle chain under an 
externally applied rotational magnetic field. 
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Here I show some preliminary results (Figure 7.9) of viscosity measurement using this 
technique of a 60 v/v% solution of glycerol in water, a 1 w/v% solution of polyethylene 
oxide (PEO) in water, and a suspension of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). 
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Figure 7.9. Viscosity versus frequency data obtained from both chain rotation and ARES 
measurements for A) water, B) glycerol (60 v/v%) in water, C) PEO (1 w/v%) in water, 
and D) CNT suspension 
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7.5.2. Viscoelastic fluid 
When a chain is immersed in a Maxwell fluid, which is characterized by a shear modulus 
G and a viscosity 17, or shear modulus G and relaxation time(s) 'R' the these properties 
can be measured by applying a transient magnetic field and observing the chain 
orientation relaxation. The analytical solution can be obtained for any initial field 
orientation Po , 
(7.2) 
where () (t) is the angle between the current (at time t) and initial orientation of a chain, 
and P(t) is the angle between the current (at time t) and initial orientation of the 
magnetic field. Time-dependent phase lag angle can be calculated as a = P (t ) - () (t ). The 
viscosity 17 governs the chain's long-time relaxation to the new field orientation. The 
instantaneous angle jump att = 0, (}o = ~sin[2(Po - (}o)] , directly gives the value of 
2KdG 
G : the larger the jump, the smaller the G . 
Typical chain orientation relaxation plots are shown in Figure 7.10. The blue dots are 
measured chain orientation and the red curve is a two-parameter (one-relaxation-time) 
Maxwell fit using Equation 7.2. 
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Figure 7.10. Typical chain orientation relaxations toward a new field direction plot and 
their corresponding two-parameter Maxwell fits. The blue dots are measured chain 
orientation and the red curve is a two-parameter Maxwell fit using Equation 7.9. 
Magnetic field orientation is switched at time zero and is kept constant at t>0. The 
magnetic particle chains are measured to have aspect ratio of 12 (N=12) and 38 (N=38), 
and they are dispersed in a Polyethylene oxide (PEG) solution (MW=I ,OOO,OOO, lwt% in 
water). 
With the above evidence, I believe the linked magnetic colloidal chains are a good 
candidate for microrheology measurement. Not only can sample volumes be reduced to 
microliters, but also interesting physics can be uncovered at such length scale that would 
not be seen in a conventional rheometer. 
7.6. Conclusions 
In the final chapter of the dissertation, I have discussed both experimental and theoretical 
future work that will result in: (i) better utilization of the systems and techniques 
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developed in this thesis to a variety of applications and (ii) better understanding of 
fundamental diffusion dynamics and two-dimensional phase transition by the help of the 
model systems described. In addition, I have proposed a new way to synthesize DNA-
linked magnetic particle chains with uniform length by using emulsion technique in 
microfluidic devices. The proposed work in this chapter will reveal further exciting 
applications of the system of magnetic colloids and their assemblies and elucidate some 
fundamental aspects of diffusion dynamics and two-dimensional phase transitions. 
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Appendix A 
MATLAB code for Fourier mode analysis 
FMA main routine: 
c1c 
% This subroutine performs the Fourier mode analysis 
% Programmed by Dichuan Li 09/2009 
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
% % Parameters ------
N = length(P(l ,:, I)); % # of particles 
a = le-6; % diameter of particles in (m) 
% Young's Modulus for bending (N*m I\2) 
kb = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J/K) 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
%----------------------------------------------------------------
K = length(P(l , I ,:)); 
cosj = [] ; 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loop over all frames 
display('CaIculating angles from data ...... '); 
for i = l:K 
%---------------------------------------------------------
% theta is the angle 
for j = 1 : N-l 





display(,Non-linear fitting using Fourier modes ...... '); 
betaO = 0.1 *ones(N-l ,I ); 
coefs = [] ; 
x= I:N-l ; 
x= x'; 
for i = I :K 
y = theta(: ,i); 
beta = nlinfit(x,y,@CosMod,betaO); 
coefs = [ coefs beta] ; 
if mod(i, 1 00) == 0 




for j = 1 : length( coefs(:, 1 »-1 
[mu sigma] = normfit(coefsO+ 1,:» ; 
yyO) = sigmal\2; 
end 
plot(1 :length(coefs(:, l»-l ,yy,'o'); hold on 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculation of the noise floor 
L = N; % Contour length of the chain 
epsilon = 0.01 ; % random noise in the unit of microns 
for i = l:length(coefs(:, l»-1 
noise(i) = 41L *epsilonI\2*(l +(N-2)*sin(i*pi/2/(N- l »)A2); 
end 
plot(1 :length(coefs(:, l » -l ,noise,'k'); hold on 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculation of the persistence length Lp 
for i = 1: length ( coefs(: , 1 »-2 
Lp(i) = NI\2/iI\2/piI\2./yy(i); 
end 
[mu sigma] = normfit(Lp(1 :6»; 
function yhat = CosMod( beta, x ) 
%UNTITLED I Summary of this function goes here 
% Detailed explanation goes here 
y = O; 
NN = 24; 
for i = l:NN-l 
y = y + beta(i)*cos((i-l)*pi*x!NN); 
end 
yhat = sqrt(21NN)*y; 
Angle distribution: 
% This subroutine compute the angle distribution 
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
% % Parameters ------
N = length(P(1 ,:, l» ; % # of particles 
a = 1 e-6; % diameter of particles in (m) 
% Young's Modulus for bending (N*m I\2) 
kb = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J/K) 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
%----------------------------------------------------------------
K = length(P(l , 1,:» ; 
cosj = [] ; 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loop over all frames 
for i = l :K 
% Calculate relative distance 
% R is a 2nd tensor, r(i,j) is the relative distance between i and j 
R = zeros(N); 
for j = 1 : N-I 
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for k = j+ l : N 
RG,k) = ((P(1 ,k,i)-P(1 ,j ,i)Y'2 + (P(2,k,i)-P(2j ,i)Y2 + (P(3 ,k,i)-P(3 ,j ,i)Y'2 Y O.5 ; 
end 
end 
% "u(i)" is the unit direction vector between bead j+ I and j 
for j = 1 : N-l 
u(:j ,i) = ( P(:,j+ l ,i) - P(: ,j ,i) ) / RG ,j+ 1); 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------
% cosj(theta) derived from a*b = lal*lbl*cos(theta) 
% theta is the angle between the uG) vector and uG-l) 
for j = 1 : N-2 
cosjG,i) = u(1 ,j ,i)*u(1 ,j+ 1 ,i) + u(2j ,i)*u(2,j+ l ,i) + u(3j ,i)*u(3,j+ 1 ,i); 
if u(2,j+ l ,i) >= u(2j ,i) % convex on X-Z plane 
sinjG,i) = sin(acos(cosjG,i»); 
else 






% Absolute values of angles 
angle = acos( cosj ) * 180 / pi ; 
% Real angles 
anglel = asin(sinj) * 180 / pi ; 
% Initial angles 
% Initializing the initial angles between arbitrary vectors 
% "angle I_ in it" was previously calculated from" Angle distribution _ New" 
% file and is the means (over frames) of angles for each pair of vectors 
angle 1_ init = mean( angle 1 ') ; 
for i=1:N-2 




MATLAB code for Brownian Dynamics simulation of a single 
particle chain 
Main routine: 





% Simulation of thermal motion ofN-particle chain -- 3D (Version 11) % 
% % 
% Program by Dichuan Li (Nov 20 2009) % 
% % 
% Bead-Rod model, with Brownian Bending and hydrodynamic interactions % 
% Metric forces are added. 
% % 
% In this algorithm, the inter-particle distance is fixed and only % 






N = 24; % # of particles 
a = 1 e-6; % diameter of particles in (m) 
EI = 1 e-23; % Flexural rigidity of the chain (overalI) 




kh = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J/K) 
mu = 1e-3; % viscocity of water at 20C 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
D = kh*T/(6*pi*mu*a); % Diffusivity coefficient 
mg = 4/3 *pi*(a/2Y'3 *0.5e3*9.8; % gravitational force 
t = 0; dt = 0.000005 ; Tmax = 30; 
%---------------------------------------------
% Initial positions (natrual distance) 
xO = []; 
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for i = 1: N 
xO(1 ,i) = i + L*(i-l); 
xO(2,i) = 0; 
xO(3 ,i) = 0.02; 
end 
P(:,:, l) = xO; % P stores positions of bead at all time steps 
pixel = round(pi*(1 /2/(N+5)*440)A2) ; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main routine %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
x = [] ; % x stores the X,Y positons ofN particles 
i = l; k =2; x = xO; 
while t < Tmax 
%------------------------
% Brownian displacement in X and Y -direction 
dR(1 :3 ,:) = normrnd(0,sqrt(2*D*dt),3,N); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
% Unconstrained displacement (Eq.15 McCammon et.al. 1978) 
% 
% and reduce all length to microns; 
DF = V _ca1c_Hydro_Bend_Metric(x,a,L,EI,mg); 
dx_unconstr = DF*dt/kh/T /a + dR/a; 
% Constraint projection_ LINCS (Eq.16 Wang et.al. J.Chem.Phys 2005) 
x = constraint(dx_unconstr,x,L); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
t = t + dt; 
%Record positions every other 830 runs; 
i=i+ l ; 
%if mod(i,20) = 0 
if mod(i,round(1 /200/dt)) == 0 
P(: ,:,k) = x; 
%scatter(P(1 , l :N,k),P(2, 1 :N,k),pixel,'k','fllled'); axis([ -2 N+ 3 -7 7]); 
%M = getframe; 
%pause; 




% THE END of Brownian Dynamics Code 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Constraints: 
function xxx = constraint( dx _ unconstr,x,L) 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% This subroutine constrains the bond lengths between adjacent beads with 
% LINCS algorithm from B. Hess et aI. , J. Compo Chern. 18, 1463 (1997). 
% 3D version programmed by Dichuan Li on Nov 202009 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Parameters ------
N = length(x); % # of particles 
%---------------------------------------------------
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% Matrix Conversion 
% for original position 
X = []; 
for i = I:N 
X(3*i-2) = x(l,i); 
X(3*i-1) = x(2,i); 
X(3*i) = x(3 ,i); 
end 
% For Brownian displacement 
dx = []; 
for i = I:N 
dx(3*i-2) = dx_unconstr(l ,i); 
dx(3*i-l) = dx_unconstr(2,i); 
dx(3*i) = dx_unconstr(3,i); 
end 
0/0-----------------------------------------------------
% Bij = dgi/drj where gi is the ith constraint equation 
% gi=(x(l ,i)-xCI ,i+ 1))I'2+(x(2,i)-x(2,i+ I )Y'2+(x(3 ,i)-x(3 ,i+ 1))1'2 - al\2 = 0 
% Bij = dgi/drj = 
B = zeros(N-1,3*N); 
for i = l:(N-l) 
for j = 1:3*N 
if G>=3 *i-2)&G<=3 *i) 
B(i,j) = 2*(XG)-XG+3)); 
elseif G>=3*i+ 1)&G<=3*i+3) 





T = B'*inv(B*B'); 
1 = zeros(3*N); 
for i = 1:3*N 
for j = 1:3*N 
ifj==i 





% d is the bond length to be fixed !! 
d = 2*(l +L)*ones(N-1 , 1); 
dx_constrX = (X + dx) * (I - T*B) + (T*d)'; 
xxx = []; 
for i = I:N 
xxx(l,i) = dx_constrX(3*i-2); 
xxx(2,i) = dx _ constrX(3 *i-l); 







% This function V _calc_Hydro_ Bend_Metric(x,EI,a,L,d) calculates the % 
% hydrodynamic and Bending and Metric forces on each particle. % 
% Input is the positions of each particle (2*N), % 
% Output is the velocity of each particle (2*N). % 
% % 
% Programmed by Dichuan Li on Feb 26 2007 % 
% Metric forces added on June 15 2007 % 
% Non-uniform EI vector added on Nov 25th 2008 % 
% EI as a function of bending angle added on Feb 6th 2009 % 
% Added Z-axis to be 3D and gravity and electrostatic force between % 





function DF = V _calc_ Hydro_Bend_Metric(x,a,L,EI,mg) 
0/0--------------------------------------
% Parameters ------
N = length(x); % # of particles 
kb = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J/K) 
mu = Ie-3 ; % viscocity of water at 25C 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
D = kb*T/(6*pi*mu*a); % Diffusivity coefficient 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculate relative distance 
% R is a 2nd tensor, r(i ,j) is the relative distance between i and j 
for j = 1 : N-1 
for k = j+1 : N 
RO ,k) = (abs( (x(1 ,k)-x(1 ,j)Y'2 + (x(2,k)-x(2,j)Y'2 + (x(3 ,k)-x(3 ,j)Y'2 )Y'0.5 ; 




% "u(i)" is the unit direction vector between bead j and j+ 1 
u = [] ; 
for i = 1 : N-1 









d = 2; 
for i = 2: N-l 
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c(i) = - (u(1 ,i)*u(1 ,i-l) + u(2,i)*u(2,i-l) + u(3 ,i)*u(3 ,i-l» ; 
end 
% G is the tridiagonal matrix 
G = zeros(N-l ,N-1); 
G(l ,1 :2) = [d c(2)] ; 
G(N-1 ,N-2:N-I) = [c(N-I) d] ; 
for i = 2 : N-2 
G(i,i) = d; 
G(i,i-l) = c(i); 
G(i ,i+ 1) = c(i+ 1); 
end 








% Force constant 
g = Ella/a; % Bending force constant (eq4 Allison <Macromo.> 1985, 19, 118) 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
dleft = [] ; dright = [] ; 
for i = 2 : N-l 
u_dot(i) = u(: ,i)' * u(:,i-l); 
end 
for k = 2 : N-l 
dleft(: ,k) = (g + kb*T/a*G_ 1(k,k-l» * (u(: ,k-l) - u_dot(k) * u(: ,k» ; 
end 
for k = 1 : N-2 
dright(: ,k) = (g + kb*T/a*G_ l(k,k+ l» * (u(: ,k+l) - u_dot(k+l) * u(:,k» ; 
end 
% Force terms F := F _bend_met 
Fbend(:, 1) = - dright(: , 1); 
Fbend(: ,2) = - dleft(: ,2) + dright(: , I) - dright(:,2); 
for k = 3 : N - 2 
Fbend(: ,k) = dleft(:,k-l) - dleft(: ,k) + dright(: ,k-l) - dright(: ,k); 
end 
Fbend(:,N-I) = dleft(: ,N-2) - dleft(: ,N-I) + dright(: ,N-2); 
Fbend(: ,N) = dleft(: ,N-l); 








Fgrav(l :2,:) = zeros(2,N); 









Fsub(l :2,:) = zeros(2,N); 
% Electrostatic interactions 
z = 1; 
phi = 50e-3; % 50mV 
S = 30e-3 ; % Salt concentration in Molar 
rho_inti = S*1000*6e23; 
eO = 8.854e-12; % permeability ofvaccum; 
er = 80; % dielectric constant of water @ 25C 
e = 1.6e-19; 
% Inversed Debye length 
kapa = sqrt( 1.6e-19/\2 * (2*S) * 1000 * 6e23 I (eO*er*kb*T» ; 
% Reduced surface potential 
gamma = tanh(z*e*phi/4/kb*T); 
% repulsion double-layer forces 
Fsub(3 ,:) = 64 *pi*kb*T*(a12)*rho _ inti*gamma/\2/kapa*exp( -kapa. *x(3,:)* 1 e-6); 
%========================================================================== 
% Total forces 
F = Fbend + Fgrav + Fsub; 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End of Forces 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculate coupling of hydrodynamic interaction --- DTF 
V = [] ; % coupled interaction 
DT = []; % Diffusion tensor 
for j = 1:N % compute velocity of the jth bead 
V(1 :3J) = 0; 
for k = 1:N 
if k==j % Contribution on the same particle 
V(l :3J) = V(1:3J) + [0 0 0;0 0 0;0 0 D]*F(l :3,j); 
else % Contribution on different particles 
rr = x(: ,j)*x(: ,k)'; 
V(l :3,j) = V(l :3J) + kb*T/(8*pi*mu*RU ,k» * ( (1 +2*a/\2/RU ,k )A2/3)*[1 00;0 1 0;00 1] + (1-




DF = V; 
Angle distribution: 
% This subroutine compute the angle distribution 
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
% % Parameters ------
N = length(P(1 ,:, 1» ; % # of particles 
a = le-6; % diameter of particles in (m) 
% Young's Modulus for bending (N*m/\2) 
kb = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J/K) 
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T = 300; % temperature 300K 
%----------------------------------------------------------------
K = length(P(1 , I,:)); 
cosj = [] ; 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loop over al1 frames 
for i = I:K 
% Calculate relative distance 
% R is a 2nd tensor, r(i,j) is the relative distance between i and j 
R = zeros(N); 
for j = 1 : N-l 
for k = j+ l : N 
RG,k) = «P(1 ,k,i)-P(l,j ,i)Y'2 + (P(2,k,i)-P(2,j ,i)Y'2 + (P(3 ,k,i)-P(3 ,j ,i)Y'2 Y'0.5; 
end 
end 
% "u(i)" is the unit direction vector between bead j+ 1 and j 
for j = 1 : N-l 
u(:j ,i) = (P(:j+ I ,i) - P(:,j ,i)) / RG ,j+ I); 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------
% cosj(theta) derived from a*b = lal*lbl*cos(theta) 
% theta is the angle between the uG) vector and uG-l) 
for j = 1 : N-2 
cosjG ,i) = u(1 ,j ,i)*u(1 ,j+ l ,i) + u(2,j ,i)*u(2,j+ l ,i) + u(3 ,j ,i)*u(3 ,j+ I,i); 
if u(2,j+ 1 ,i) >= u(2,j ,i) % convex on X-Z plane 
sinjG ,i) = sin(acos(cosjG,i))); 
else 






% Absolute values of angles 
angle = acos( cosj ) * 180 / pi ; 
% Real angles 
angle 1 = asin(sinj) * 180 / pi ; 
% Initial angles 
% Initializing the initial angles between arbitrary vectors 
% "anglel_init" was previously calculated from "Angle distribution _ New" 
% file and is the means (over frames) of angles for each pair of vectors 
angle 1_ init = mean( angle 1 ') ; 
for j= I:N-2 




MATLAB code for Brownian Dynamics simulation of 2D spheres 
in a rotational magnetic field 
Main routine: 






% Simulation of dynamics ofN-particle chain under Rotational field % 
% % 
% ----------------------- 20 (Version 10) ------------------------------ % 
% % 
% Program by Oichuan Li (Nov 272010) % 
% % 
% Bead-spring model , with Brownian, magnetic and hydrodynamic interactions% 
% Magnetic field --- dipolar interactions added. % 
% % 






N = 7; % # of part ides 
a = 3e-6; % diameter of particles in (m) 




kb = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann constant in (J /K) 
yita = Ie-3 ; % viscocity of water at 20C 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
mu_O = pi * 4e-7; % penneability in vacuum 
D = kb*T/(6*pi*yita*a); % Oiffusivity coefficient 





% Alternating magnetic field parameters 
Bx = 6; % x-direction Magnetic field in Gauss 
By = 6; % y-direction Magnetic field in Gauss 
ti = 0.2; % time to start alternating field 
f = SO; % Frequency in Hz 
%----------------------------------------------------------
% Magnetic dipole moment as a result of field 
Chi_x = 8E-IO*BxI\3 + 2E-06*BxI\2 - 0.0022*Bx + 0.8666; % dimensionless 
Chi3 = 8E-IO*ByI\3 + 2E-06*ByA2 - 0.0022*By + 0.8666; % dimensionless 
Hx = BxlIe4/mu_0; % H field in Aim 
Hy = Bylle4/mu_0; % H field in Aim 
Mdp_x = 4/3 * pi * (al2Y 3 * mu_O.* Chi_x.* Hx; % Magnetic dipole moment 




% Electrostatic interactions 
z = 1; 
phi = SOe-3; % SOmV 
S = Ie-3 ; % Salt concentration in Molar 




% Initial positions (natrual distance) 
xO = [] ; 
% 1 st particle 
xO(l , l) = 0; 
xO(2, 1) = 0; 
% 2nd particle 
xO(1 ,2) = l.S*a*I + L*l ; 
xO(2,2) = 0; 
% 3rd particle 
xO(l ,3) = (l.lS*a*l + L*l)/2; 
xO(2,3) = l.lS*a*sqrt(3)/2; 
% 4th particle 
xO(l,4) = (l.lS*a*l + L*1)*3/2; 
xO(2,4) = 1.1S*a*sqrt(3)/2; 
% Sth particle 
xO(l ,S) = 0; 
xO(2,S) = 1.1S*a*sqrt(3); 
% 6th particle 
xO(l ,6) = 0; 
xO(2,6) = -l.lS*a; 
% 7th particle 
xO(l ,7) = -l.lS*a; 
xO(2,7) = 0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
P(:, :, l) = xO*le6; % P stores positions of bead at all time steps 
pixel = round (pi *( 1 12/(N+S)*700Y2); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------




x = [] ; % x stores the X,Y positons ofN particles 
i = 1; k =2; x = xO; 
while t < Tmax 
%------------------------
% Brownian displacement in X and Y -direction 
dR(l :2,:) = normrnd(0,sqrt(2*D*dt),2,N); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
% Magnetic field calculation 
ift >= ti 
Mdp = [Mdp_x*cos(f*2*pi*(t-ti» Mdpy*sin(f*2*pi*(t-ti»] ; 
else 
Mdp = [0 0] ; 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
% Unconstrained displacement (Eq.I5 McCammon et.a\. 1978) 
% and reduce all length to microns; 
[DF Fmag u] = V _calc_Hydro_Mag _Nmer(x,a,L,yita,Mdp,z,phi,S,rho_infi); 
Fmagx(k) = Fmag(l , l); 
Fmagy(k) = Fmag(2, 1); 
Fmagr(k) = (Fmag(1 , I)*u(l , I) + Fmag(2, I)*u(2, 1» ; 
dx_unconstr = DF*dtlkb/T + dR; 
x = x + dx _ unconstr; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
t = t + dt; 
%Record positions every other 830 runs; 
i=i+ l ; 
%ifmod(i,20) == 0 
if mod(i,round(I/20 I/dt» == 0 
P(:,:,k) = x* le6; 
scatter(P(l ,1 :N,k),P(2, l:N,k),pixel,'k','filled'); axis([-4 8 -5 5]* l.5); 
M(k) = getframe; 
%pause; 










% This function V _calc_Hydro_Spring_Mag_Metric(x,EI ,a,L,d) calculates % 
% the hydrodynamic and Bending and Metric forces on each particle. % 
% Input is the positions of each particle (2*N), % 
% Output is the velocity of each particle (2*N). % 
% % 
% Programmed by Dichuan Li on Feb 26 2007 % 
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% Metric forces added on June 15 2007 % 
% Non-uniform EI vector added on Nov 25th 2008 % 
% EI as a function of bending angle added on Feb 6th 2009 % 
% Magnetic forces and inter-particle potential added on Oct 28th 2009 % 
% Mangetic and Potential forces corrected on Nov 15th 2009 % 
% Mangetic and Potential forces corrected to add N-particle pair % 





function [DF Fmag u] = V _ca1c_Hydro_Mag_Nmer(x,a,L,yita,Mdp,z,phi,S,rho_ infi) 
%--------------------------------------
% Parameters ------
N = length(x); % # of particles 
kb = 1.38e-23 ; % Boltzmann constant in (J /K) 
T = 300; % temperature 300K 
kT = kb*T; % thermal energy 
mu_O = pi * 4e-7; % permeability in vacuum 
D = kb*T/(6*pi*yita*al2); % Diffusivity coefficient 
EI = [] ; % Bending force constant (eq4 Allison <Macromo.> 1985, 19,118) 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculate relative distance 
% R is a 2nd tensor, r(i,j) is the relative distance between i and j 
for j = 1 : N-1 
for k = j+1 : N 
RO ,k) = (abs( (x(l ,k)-x(1 ,j)Y'2 + (x(2,k)-x(2,j)Y'2 )Y'0.5 ; 




% "u(i)" is the unit direction vector between bead i and i+ 1 
u = [] ; 
for i = 1 : N-1 
for j = i+1 : N 










% Fmagc is the component of the force exerted by bead j on bead i 
Fmagc = zeros(2,N,N); 
for i = 1 : N-1 
for j = i+l : N 
Fmagc(l ,i,j) = -3 /(4*pi *mu_0*R(i ,jY'4) * (((Mdp(1)*Mdp(1)+Mdp(2)*Mdp(2))- .. . 
5*(Mdp(l)*u(1 ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j)Y'2)*u(1 ,i,j) + ... 
(Mdp(l )*u(l ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j))*Mdp(l) + ... 
(Mdp(l )*u(l ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j))*Mdp(1) ); 
Fmagc(2,i,j) = -3 /(4*pi*mu 0*R(i,jY'4) * ( ((Mdp(l)*Mdp(l)+Mdp(2)*Mdp(2))-... 
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5*(Mdp(1 )*u(l ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j)Y'2)*u(2,i,j) + ... 
(Mdp(1)*u(1 ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j))*Mdp(2) + ... 
(Mdp(1)*u(1 ,i,j)+Mdp(2)*u(2,i,j))*Mdp(2) ); 
end 
end 
% Opposite forces on jth bead from ith (Newton's 3rd law) 
for i = 1 : N-l 
for j = i+l : N 




% Sum up all forces exerted on bead i 
Fmag = zeros(2,N); 
for i = 1 : N 
for j = 1 : N 
Fmag(l,i) = Fmag(l ,i) + Fmagc(l ,i,j); 
Fmag(2,i) = Fmag(2,i) + Fmagc(2,i,j); 
end 
end 








% Electrostatic interactions 
eO = 8.854e-12; % permeability of vaccum; 
er = 80; % dielectric constant of water @ 25C 
e = 1.6e-19; 
% Inversed Oebye length 
kapa = sqrt( 1.6e-19/\2 * (2*S) * 1000 * 6e23 I (eO*er*kT)); 
% Reduced surface potential 
gamma = tanh(z*e*phi/4/kT); 
% repulsion double-layer forces 
Fel = 64*pi*kT*(a/2)*rho_infi*gamma/\2/kapa*exp(-kapa. *(R(1 ,2)-a)); 
%Fpot(1, 1) = -Fel*u( 1,1); 
%Fpot(2, 1) = -Fel*u(2, 1); 
Celet = -64*pi*kT*(a/2)*rho_infi*gamma/\2/kapa; % electric force constant 
Fpotc = zeros(2,N,N); 
for i = 1 : N-l 
for j = i+ 1 : N 
Fpotc(l ,ij) = Celet*exp(-kapa. *(R(i,j)-a))*u(1 ,i,j); 
Fpotc(2,i,j) = Celet*exp( -kapa. *(R(i,j)-a))*u(2,i,j); 
end 
end 
% Opposite forces on jth bead from ith (Newton's 3rd law) 
for i = 1 : N-I 
for j = i+ l : N 





% Sum up all forces exerted on bead i 
Fpot = zeros(2,N); 
for i = 1 : N 
for j = 1 : N 
Fpot(1 ,i) = Fpot(1 ,i) + Fpotc(1 ,i,j); 
Fpot(2,i) = Fpot(2,i) + Fpotc(2,i,j); 
end 
end 
% THE END of computing potential forces 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Sum of forces 
Ftot = Fpot + Fmag; 
%F = zeros(2,N); 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End of Forces %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculate coupling of hydrodynamic interaction --- DTF 
V = [] ; % coupled interaction 
DT = [] ; % Diffusion tensor 
for j = l:N % compute velocity of the jth bead 
V(l :2j) = 0; 
for k = l :N 
%if k==j % Contribution on the same particle 
V(1 :2,j) = V(1 :2,j) + [0 0;0 D]*Ftot(1 :2,j); 
%else % Contribution on different particles 
% rr = x(:j)*x(:,k)' ; 
% V( I :2j) = V(l :2,j) + kb*T/(8*pi*yita*R(j ,k)) * ( (I +2 *aI\2/R(j ,kY'2/3)* [ 1 0;0 1] + (1-




DF = V; 
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Appendix D 
FORTRAN code for Monte Carlo simulation 
Main routine: 
Implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c This is a 20 Metropolis Monte Carlo Program, NVT Ensemble. 
c 
c It can also calculate Pressure and Chemical potential 
c 
c Programmed by Dichuan Li in 02/22/20 II 
c 
c This program is an NVT Ensemble Monte Carlo simulation of the 
c 20 paramagnetic colloid system. The pair potential between spheres is 
c electrostatic repulsion (1 mM NaCI solution and -50m V Z-potential spheres) 
c and -3-power magnetic attraction with potential well depth Ud. 
c 
c This program is written in reduced units . Lengths are scaled with the 
c particle diameter D. Pressure is output reduced by RHo*kT. 
c 
c This program calculates the potential energy as well as the 
c pressure. Fractional numbers of accepted configurations 
c are given as a rolling average and as an average over the entire 










Dimension x(256), y(256) 
Dimension xtest( 1 000), ytest( 1 000) 
Dimension bin _ vol( 1000), i_g_ hist( 1000) 
tpi = 6.28318530800 
iseed = 1104772519 
open(unit=l,file='input_lj.dat',form='formatted',status='old') 
open( un it=6,fi I e=' output.dat', form='formatted' ,status='unknown ') 
c This routine reads necessary variables 
c 
write( 6, *)' Input the no. of LJ atoms' 




write(6, *) natoms 
write(6, *)' Set the pair potential depth (i.e. 3)' 
read(1,*) Ud 
write(6, *) Ud 
c If you want to start from an old configuration, then assign that 
c configuration tile to unit 2. 
c 
write(6,*)' Input 1 if running from old config or 2 if', 
1 'running from lattice' 
read(1, *) itest 
write(6, *) itest 
c 
c If a final configuration tile is used then the density is read when 
c the final configuration is read. The final configuration density has 






write( 6, *)' Set the reduced density' 
read( 1, *) rost 
write(6, *) rost 
write(6, *)' Input the no. of steps in the simulation' 
read(1, *) nst 
write(6, *) nst 
write(6,*), Input the reduced maximum displacement', 
1 ' (in units of 0 )' 
read( 1, *) dp 
write(6,*) dp 
write(6, *)' Input the no. of steps between print' 
read(1, *) nbp 
write(6, *) nbp 
c The number of steps between performing Widom particle insertion 
c 
write(6, *) ' Input the no. of steps between Widom insertion' 
read(1 , *) n _ widom 
write(6,*) n_widom 
c The number of steps between recalculating the radial distribution function 
c 
write(6, *) ' Input the no. of steps between calculating', 
1 ' the radial distribution function' 
read(1, *) n_radial 
write(6, *) n_radial 
c 
c The bin width in units of sigma for the radial distribution function. 
c 
c 
write(6, *) ' Input the bin width for the distribution function' 
read(1, *) bin_width 
write(6, *) bin_width 
c The number of equilibration steps 
c 







if(itest.ne.1 )goto 2 
c This routine initializes certain variables that need initialization 
c 
c Initialize the no. of,accepted configurations (overall and 
c rolling average) to zero 
c 
2 nc = a 
nv = a 
c 
c Ipart = the no. of the particle to be moved. 
c 
ipart = a 
c 
c volume of the simulation cell reduced by 0 1\2. 
c 
vI = natoms 1 rost 
c 
c H = half the box length reduced by o. 
c 
h = 0.500 * ( vi )**(1.000 12.000) 
c 
c These variables are used to create an FCC lattice. 
c 
c 
in2 = (natoms)**(1 .12.) + 0.1 
unit = 1.01 
shift = 0.000 1 
c Pressure, Average potential energy and average density 
c 
c 
pr = 0.000 
ape = 0.000 
ad = 0.000 
c The cutoff is the spherical cutoff of the potential. Long range 
c corrections are made below. Cutoff has units of o. 
c 
cutoff = 3.500 
if (cutoff.gt.h) cutoff = h 
c 
c Potential cutoff in units of half the box length and squared. 
c "chempotlrc" is chemical potential "long range correction" 
c 
drcut = cutoff 
drcut2 = drcut * drcut 
c 
pkt = 1.000 
c 
c Initialize radial distribution function variables 
c 
recip_bin_width = h I bin_width 




entest = 0 
wtest = 0 
do i = I, n_g_hist 
r = (i - 1) * bin_width 





if( itest.eq.I )goto 5 







write(6, *) , , 
xa = -0.5*h - shift 
do 4jx= 1, in2 
xa= xa + unit 
ya = -0.5*h - shift 
do 4 jy = 1, in2 
ya = ya + unit 
ixy = jx + jy 
y 
if(mod(ixy,2).ne.0)goto 4 
x(il) = xa 
y(iI) = ya 
il = il + 1 




write(6, *) 'vI = ',vI ,' h = " h 
c This routine calculates the potential energy and virial 
c of the initial configuration. 
c 
qpe = 0.000 
c qvir = 0.000 
c 
c loop over all atoms i and m > i 
c 
do 6 i = I, (natoms - 1) 
xi = xCi) 
yi = y(i) 
do 16 m = (i + 1), natoms 
rx = xi - x(m) 
ry = yi - y(m) 
c write(6, *) rx, ry 
c 
c apply minimum image convention. 
c 
rx = rx - 2.000 *h* (int(rxlh» 
ry = ry - 2.000 *h* (int(ry/h» 
rsq = rx * rx + ry * ry 
if( rsq .gt.drcut2}goto 16 
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Attr = Ud*(1.dO / rsq)**(3.dO/2.dO) 
Rep = (l.dO / rsq)* * 100 
qpe = Rep - Attr + qpe 




c This routine gives intitial output 
c 
write( 6, *) , , 
write(6, *) , (NVT) Simulation Initialization Complete' 




write(6, *)' rostar = ',rost 
write(6, *) natoms,' LJ atoms' 
write(6,*) ' reduced max displacement = ',dp 




do i = 1,1000 
enddo 
xtest(i) = 2 * h * (ran(iseed) - .5) 





c This routine is the Monte Carlo simulation routine 
c 
c Ipart is the particle which will be moved to a trial location 
c 
do 10 nt = 1, nst 
c 
12 ipart = ipart + 1 
if(ipart.gt.natoms)ipart=l 
pei = O.ODO 
pt = O.ODO 
c vi = 0.000 
c vt = 0.000 
c 
c Save the present postion of particle for faster access in loops 
c 
c 
xi = x(ipart) 
yi = y(ipart) 




xd = dp * (ran(iseed) - .5) 
yd = dp * (ran(iseed) - .5) 
xt = xi + xd 
yt = yi + yd 




xt = xt - 2.0DO*h * int(xtlh) 
yt = yt - 2.0DO*h * int(yt/h) 
c Loop to find the present potential energy of the particle 
c 
c 
do 7 m = 1, natoms 
if(m.eq.ipart)goto 7 
c Get the distance between the present position and all other 
c particle postions. 
c 
c 
rx = xi - x(m) 
ry = yi - y(m) 
c Apply minimum image convention. 
c 
c 
rx = rx - 2.0DO *h* (int(rxlh» 
ry = ry - 2.0DO *h* (int(ry/h» 
rsq = rx*rx + ry*ry 
c PEl sums the present potential of particle IP AR T 
c 
if(rsq.gt.drcut2)goto 8 
Attr = Ud*(l.dO I rsq)**(3.dO/2.dO) 
Rep = (l.dO I rsq)** 100 
pei = pei + Rep - Attr 
c vi = vi + r6 - 2.0DO * r12 
c 
c Now find the distance between the test particle position and 
c all other particle positions. 
c 
c 
8 rx = xt - x(m) 
ry = yt - y(m) 
c Apply minimum image convention. 
c 
c 
rx = rx - 2.000 *h* (int(rxlh» 
ry = ry - 2.0DO *h* (int(ry/h» 
rsq = rx*rx + ry*ry 
c PT sums the potential of the test particle. 
c 
if(rsq.gt.drcut2)goto 7 
Attr = Ud*(1.dO I rsq)**(3.d012.dO) 
Rep = (l.dO I rsq)* * 1 00 
pt = pt + Rep - A ttr 




c Scale the potential energy and virial to the new volume 
c 
c vt = 6.0 DO * vt 
c vi = 6.000 * vi 
c 
de = pt - pei 
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ex = pkt * de 
c write(6, *) ex 
c 
c Test exp( -ex) to decide whether to accept or reject the trial config 
c 
if(ex.lt.O.O)goto 15 
if( exp( -ex).It.ran(iseed»goto 9 
c 
c New potential energy and virial become old potential and virial. 
c 
15 qpe = qpe + pt - pei 
c qvir = qvir + vt - vi 
c 
c Assign new particle position. 
c 
c 
x(ipart) = xt 
y(ipart) = yt 
c Increment the no. of configurations accepted (rolling avg and overall). 
c 
c 
nc = nc + 1 
nv = nv + 1 
c Whether the new postion was accepted or not increase the number 
c of trials tested 
c 
9 continue 
ape = ape + qpe 
c pr = pr - (qvir + vlrc) * 4.0DO / 3.0DO / vI 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c Widom particle insertion to calculate the Chemical Potential 
c 
c If ntl no. of steps between Widom particle insertion is an integer, 






do i = 1,1000 
x_test = xtest(i) 
y _test = ytest(i) 
c Now find the distance between the test particle position and 





entest = O.ODO 
do m = 1 , natoms 
rx = x_test - x(m) 
ry = y_test - y(m) 
c Apply minimum image convention. 
c 
rx = rx - 2.0DO *h* (int(rxlh» 
ry = ry - 2.0DO *h* (int(ry/h» 
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rsq = rx*rx + ry*ry 
c 




Attr = Ud*( I.dO I rsq)**(3.dO/2.dO) 
Rep = (l.dO I rsq)**50 






c entest is the additional energy due to insertion 
c wtest is the sum of all the Boltzmann factors 
c 
wtest = wtest + dexp( -pkt*entest) 
c 









c If ntl no. of steps between calculating the radial distribution 




call radial(x, y,h, recip_bin_width, i_g_hist, natoms) 
icount = icount + I 
end if 
c if ntl no. of steps between print is integer then print averages 
c and cumulative values 
c 
if(mod(nt,nbp ).ne.O)goto 10 
c 








if(wtest.gt.O) chempot = -dlog(wtest/count_ widom) 
write(6, *) I I 
write(6, *) 'Chemical potential = ',chempot 
write( 6, *) I , 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 





ape = 1.000 * (ape / nbp ) / natoms 
pr = pr / nbp + natoms / vI 
pressure = rost 
if(icount.ne.O) then 
c write(6, *) , , 
write(6,*) 'r/sigma g(r) , 
do i = 1, n_g_hist/1.6 
r = (i - 1) * bin_width + 0.500 * bin_width 
g = float(i_g_hist(i» 1 (rost * bin_ vol(i) * float(natoms) 
* float(icount» * 2.00 
if{g.gt.-0.500) write(6,*) r, g 
c 
c Calculate pressure (numerical integration) 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
if (r.gt.1.02dO) then 




c write(6,*) , , 
end if 
ape = 0.000 
nv = O 
pr = 0.000 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 










write(6, *) , , 
write(6, *) 'pressure = ', pressure 
write(6, *) , , 
c If time to quit then quit 
c 
10 continue 
DO pp = 1, 256 











Radial distribution function: 








implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
Dimension x(256), y(256) 
Dimension i_g_hist(1000) 






do 6 i = 1, (natoms - 1) 
xi = xci) 
yi = y(i) 
do 16 m = (i + 1), natoms 
rx = xi - x(m) 
ry = yi - y(m) 





rx = rx - 2.0DO *h* (int(rxlh)) 
ry = ry - 2.0DO *h* (int(ry/h)) 
rsq = rx * rx + ry * ry 
if (rsq.lt.h**2) then 
r = sqrt(rsq) 
i_bin = inter * recip_bin_widthlh) + 1 






Random number generator: 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION RAN (ISEED) 





C FUNCTION - BASIC UNIFORM (0,1) PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER 
C GENERATOR 
C USAGE - RAN(ISEED) 
CxxxUSAGE - GGUBFS(1SEED) 
C PARAMETERS ISEED - INPUT. AN INTEGER VALUE IN THE EXCLUSIVE 
C RANGE (1 ,2147483647). ISEED IS REPLACED BY 
C A NEW ISEED TO BE USED IN SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
C PRECISION - DOUBLE 
C LANGUAGE -FORTRAN 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C LATESTREVISION -JANUARY 28,1974 
C 
CxxxxxFUNCTION GGUBFS(ISEED) 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RAN(lSEED) 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,D2P31 M,D2PN31 
C D2P3IM = (2**31)-1 
C D2PN31 = 1 1 (2**31) 
DATA D2P31M/2147483647.DOI,D2PN3 110.465661287307739258D-91 
Z = DBLE(lSEED) 
Z = DMOD(16807.DO*Z,D2P31M) 
C GGUBFS = Z * D2PN31 
RAN = Z * D2PN31 















# of spheres 
Reduced pair potential depth (kT) 
1 if running from an old configuration or 2 if from a lattice 
Density of the fluid reduced with D/\2 (D is the diameter of beads) 
# of steps in the simulation 
Maximum displacement _ Step length in units of atom diameter D 
# of steps between printing averages 
# of steps between performing Widom particle insertion 
# of steps between calculating the radial histogram 
Bin width for the radial distribution histogram 
# of equilibration steps (radial hist. is calc. only after equil.) 
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Appendix E 
MATLAB code for Radial Distribution Function and Bond-
orientation correlation function calculation 
Radial Distribution Function: 
clc 
clear 
d = 10.7; % average diameter ofa 1 urn bead in PIXELS 
j= l ; % index 
p = [] ; % position matrix that stores all beads' positions in all frames 
for a = 1 : 3000 
str = strcat("'F:\1.21 \ 1 hr 0.375%\N', int2str(a),'.tif"); 
eval(['F = imread(' str I);']); 
Fd = double(F(:,:, 1)); 
% Fd(220:400,275:end) = 50; %this is to screen out a random particle not part of the chain of 
interest 
% Choosing the Region of Interest 
%FF = Fd( 150:350,40:200); 
%imagesc (real(fftshift(fft2(Fd)))); caxis([O le6]);axis([500 900 350 680]); 
FF = Fd; 
b = bpass(FF,3,40); 
bb = mat2gray(b); 
% 40 for 2.8 urn, 8 for 1 urn 
pk = pkfnd(bb,0.5,20); 
cnt = cntrd(bb,pk,27,0); 
%P(:,:j) = cnt' ; 
% 20 for 2.8 urn, 7 for 1 urn 
% 27 for 2.8 urn, 9 for 1 urn 
dr = O.l ; 
X = 5; 
% Step size in unit of microns 
% Range of g(r) in particle diameter 
D = 3.1; 
d = 10.7; 
% D is the diameter of a sphere in microns 
% Pixel to micron ratio 
r = D:dr:X*D; % Distance variable 
%--------------------------------------
% Functions ------
g = zeros(l ,length(r)); % Positional pair correlation function 
g6 = [] ; % Directional pair correlation function 
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M = length(cnt); % Total number of spheres 
%--------------------------------------
i = 1; % Reference sphere number 
n = 0; % Reference sphere count 
while i<=M 
% Defining the ROI of reference spheres 
while cnt(i, 1»50+ 1 0.8*D*d & cnt(i,2»50+ 1 0.8*D*d & cnt(i, 1)<1392-(50+ 10.8*D*d) & 
cnt(i,2)<1 040-(50+ 1 0.8*D*d) 
N = 1; % N is the number of spheres withn a certain range (minus itself) 
j = 1; % Comparing sphere number 
while j <= M 
while cnt(i, I)-cntU,I) <= (lO*D+dr)*d 
% Distance between ith and jth sphere 
R = sqrt( (cnt(i, I)-cntU , l)Y'2 + (cnt(i,2)-cntU,2)Y'2 )/d; 
if R <= X*D & R~=O % Excluding itself 
% Obtaining all the distances within the 100 circle 
Rx(N) = R; 
N = N + 1; 
end 
if cntU, 1)-cnt(i, 1) > (lO*D+dr)*d 
break; 
end 
j = j + 1; 
end 
j = j + l ; 
end 
g_Now = hist(Rx,r) ./r; % Histogram of Rx using r bin-series 
g = g + g_Now; % Adding to the total g(r) 
Rx = [] ; % Clear Rx vector 
i = i + 1; 






j = j+l 
a 
end 
% Moving to the next reference sphere 
% Adding to the total reference sphere count 
Bond-orientation correlation function: 
clear 
clc 
F=imread(,E:\Research\Projects\Porject # ] 420 Field-induced Colloidal Crystal\1.19\New 
Folder\1_3hrs.tif); 
Fd = double(F(: ,:, 1)); 
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FF = Fd; 
b = bpass(FF,3,40); 
bb = mat2gray(b); 
% 40 for 2.8 um, 8 for 1 um 
pk = pkfnd(bb,0.5,20); 
cnt = cnttd(bb,pk,27,0); 
% 20 for 2.8 um, 7 for 1 um 
% 27 for 2.8 um, 9 for 1 um 
% 





% g(r) and g6(r) of 2D spherical colloid system % 
% % 
% Program by Dichuan Li (Nov 52010) % 
% % 






dr = 0.1 ; % Step size in unit of microns 
X = 10; % Range of g(r) in particle diameter 
D = 3.1 ; % D is the diameter ofa sphere in microns 
d = 10.7; % Pixel to micron ratio 
%--------------------------------------
% Functions ------
g = []; % Positional pair correlation function 
g6 = []; % Directional pair correlation function 
M = length( cnt); % Total number of spheres 
%--------------------------------------
i = I; % Reference sphere number 
n = 0; % Reference sphere count 
k = I ; % Index for distance 
% 
for r = D:dr:X*D 
g6_Now = 0; 
N = 0; % N is the particle pair count 
i = 1; % Reference sphere number 
while i<=M 
% Defining the ROl of reference spheres 
while i<=M & cnt(i, I»50+ 10.8*D*d & cnt(i,2»50+ 10.8*D*d & cnt(i, I)< 1392-(50+ 10.8*D*d) & 
cnt(i,2)<1040-(50+ 10.8*D*d) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------
% Reference particle 
% 
% Perform local bond-angle calculation for refrence sphere 
for ii = l :M 
RR(ii) = sqrt( (cnt(i, I)-cnt(ii , I»)A2 + (cnt(i ,2)-cnt(ii ,2»)A2 )/d; 
end 
% Sort RR in a ascending manner to find 6 nearest neighbours 
[V, I] = sort(RR); 
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II = 1(2:7); % Getting rid of the 1st trivial self(reference) 
for jj = 1:6 
theta = atan( (cnt(IIGj),2)-cnt(i,2)) / (cnt(IIGj), 1 )-cnt(i, 1)) ); 
if (cnt(IIGj),2)-cnt(i,2))/d > 0 & (cnt(IIGj),I)-cnt(i, I))/d < 0 
theta = theta + pi ; 
elseif (cnt(IIGj),2)-cnt(i,2))/d < 0 & (cnt(IIGj), I)-cnt(i, I))/d < 0 
theta = theta + pi ; 
elseif (cnt(IIGj),2)-cnt(i,2))/d < 0 & (cnt(IIGj), 1 )-cnt(i, 1 ))/d > 0 
theta = theta + 2*pi; 
end 
Angle_RefGj) = theta; 
end 
% Aligning the angles in ascending order 
% I!!!!!!!!!!! THIS is to compute the CONGUGATE of the psi 
psi_ref = sum(exp(-6i*Angle_Ret))/6; 
% END of Reference particle 
0/0---------------------------------------------------------------
% Start of comparing particles 
% 
j = 1; % Comparing sphere number 
while j <= M 
while j <= M & (cnt(i, I)-cntG, I) <= (lO*D+dr)*d) 
% Distance between ith and jth sphere 
R = sqrt( (cnt(i, 1 )-cntG, 1 )Y'2 + (cnt(i,2)-cntG,2)Y'2 )/d; 
if R > r & R <= r+dr % Distance within the [r r+dr] range 
% Perform local bond-angle calculation for comparing sphere 
for ii = I :M 
RR(ii) = sqrt( (cntG, I)-cnt(ii, I)Y'2 + (cntG,2)-cnt(ii,2)Y'2 )/d; 
end 
% Sort RR in a ascending manner to find 6 nearest neighbours 
[Y, I] = sort(RR); 
II = 1(2:7); % Getting rid of the 1st trivial self (reference) 
for jj = 1:6 
theta = atan( (cnt(UGj),2)-cntG,2)) / (cnt(UGj), 1)-cntG, 1)) ); 
if (cnt(UGj),2)-cntG,2))/d > 0 & (cnt(IIGj),I)-cntG, I))/d < 0 
theta = theta + pi; 
eiseif (cnt(IIGj),2)-cntG,2))/d < 0 & (cnt(IIGj), I)-cntG, I))/d < 0 
theta = theta + pi; 
elseif (cnt(IIGj),2)-cntG,2))/d < 0 & (cnt(IIGj),I)-cntG , I))/d > 0 
theta = theta + 2*pi; 
end 
Angle _ CompGj) = theta; 
end 
% Aligning the angles in ascending order 
psi_comp = sum(exp(6i*Angle_Comp))/6; 
%----------------------------------------------------
% Calculate bond-orientation correlation 
g6_Now = g6_Now + abs(psi_ref* psi_comp); 
% Start counting the particles within the [r r+dr] range 
N = N + I; 
% elseifR <= r I R > r+dr 
% break; 
end 
j = j + 1; % Moving to the next comparing sphere 
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end 
j = j + 1; % Moving to the next comparing sphere 
end 
i = i + 1; % Moving to the next reference sphere 
end 
i = i + 1; % Moving to the next reference sphere 
end 
% Computing g6(r) 
if N ~= 0 
g6(k) = g6_NowlN; 
elseif N == 0 
g6(k) = 0; 
end 
g(k) = N; 
k = k + 1; % Distance r index 
N = 0; % Pair count returns to zero 
end 
r = D:dr:X*D; % Distance variable 
%figure; 
plot(r,(g6)); hold on 
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